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EDITORIAL
Thanks to all members who have submitted articles and reports, it makes Bulletin production
much easier, though there is always space for contributions from new authors Thanks again to Brian
Allan for computing help (not quite so much needed this year) and to Doug Palmer for his help and
for typing some of the articles for me.
Contributions for the next Bulletin, both articles and line drawings, are always welcome and
may be submitted at any time during the year
Anne Reid

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
This year's AGM marks the end of the first year of my term as President. I am partacularly
grateful for the support of the Secretary, Doug Palmer, the Excursion Secretary, Marjory Tennant;
the two Vice Presidents, Gordon Maxwell and Bede Pounder, Derek Robertson, our Hon Vice
President; the new Treasurer, Shelagh Gardmer, the Bulletin Editor, Anne Reid, the leaders of
excursions, the Technical Officer, Brian Allan, for his work on our computer (which is a bit of a

mystery to most of us), and Jim Cook who has taken over as Convener of the Carsegowniemutr
Nature Reserve Subcommittee All these, and many more, through their efforts, have ensured

another successful year - well documented tn the succeeding pages of the annual Bulletin
Our core activities, the summer excursions and winter lectures, have been stimulating - ÿn

spite of being challenged by the weather in terms of torrential rain which turned us back on Lady
Mary's Walk, and drought limiting our quarry on the fungus foray. These seasonal programmes have
been supplemented by the following"
1 A successful long weekend in Speyside (led by Jim Cook and Doug Palmer).
2 Our first soctal evening at Momfteth Hotel which was a resounding success.

3 The wmter walk/pub lunch in North Fife (orgamsed by Gordon Maxwell) was much
enjoyed and continues an earlier precedent. These social activttJes are set to continue

Other activities closely connected with our soctety were a summer week m the Hebrides
organlsed for members by Jim Cook Derek Robertson delivered our lecture in the joint "Dundee
Afternoon Lectures" series He was also one of ssx lecturers from our society who took part Jn a

"Wildlife in Taystde" nightclass at Dundee College, organised once again by Jim Cook. This group's
photo and report of a study of orgamsms m the Dighty Burn showing an tmprovement tn water status
to Class B since 1978 was published in the Courier newspaper
We have gained some pubhcity through an entry in the Dundee Ltbranes' computer-based
"City Wide Information Network" and by partlcfpatmg in the "Dtscover Summer in the City 96"
programme by providing a wildhfe walk for the pubhc round Dundee Law
Once again I must thank all who devoted their time and effort for the benefit of the Society
This range of activtttes could not be sustained without the contributions of many. We now look
forward to a new programme in 1997/98, the planning for which ts almost complete Suggestions to
members of the Council for the future are always welcome.

Margaret G Duncan

OBITUARY
Muriel Kirkland
We were all very saddened to hear of the passing of a member of many years' standing,
Muriel Klrkland She and Gordon had been stalwarts of the society for many years, attending most
meetings and outings and always willing to help in our activities Unfortunately over the past few
years Munel had been ading and only rarely attended, but she wdl be much missed We extend our
heart-felt sympathies to former council member and active naturahst and fisherman, Gordon.

Jtm Cook

WINTER MEETINGS 1996
BARBECUE
2nd January
With the fierce cold and snow of the week before, some of us were worried that this year's
sausage sizzle at Kmshaldy beach might have to be cancelled But m the event, the weather was
very kind. It was an almost windless, mild but dull day The fire was ht with only one match and
rapidly took a good hold We left it tn the charge of Brian and Jenny Allan - busy saving wood for
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their own firel - and went off on Jim Cook's winter warmer quiz trail The winners were Alastair and

Ina Fraser and Dorothy Fyffe After an hour's activities to sharpen the appetite we returned to a fire
of glowing coals - just right for the feast. Afterwards, to walk off the food, Gordon Maxwell led a
group of us off towards the point to look for fungi and other winter wildlife and to marvel at the ice
thickness on some of the ditches and pools
Jÿm Cook

IMAGES FROM THE EDGE - SEARCHING FOR WILDERNESS
Niall Benvie 16th January
On this evening Niall Benvie delighted an audience of over 100 to a memorable account and
display of the wildlife photographer's art. He took as his theme 'edges' in space and time in his
search to obtain images of wddhfe subjects and natural landscapes By 'edges' he meant places
where, or times when, marked transitions could be observed Image after image appeared before
the audience, from some of whom came quiet gasps of amazement, while others sat in a stunned

silence as they started to take in everything Niall had to show them
Some of the early shdes illustrated 'edges' by means of contrasts, for example the spatial
contrast between land and sea at a coastline under a bright moon, or time contrasts between ancient

Lewisian gneiss and a young flower, or a young pine shoot emerging from an adult tree. These
were followed by a series of images of great impact taken at the edge of what Niall described as an
animal's 'circle of fear'; the circle which when penetrated causes either flight or behaviour modified
by the penetration To ensure success, Nlall stressed the need to use a hide to get to within 12
metres of the subject, and bribes in the form of food were used when necessary. Pictures of a jay,
sparrowhawk, ,black grouse and a leg-stretching mallard obtained by his techniques were

outstanding, and he showed intimate views of herons to illustrate how really show-stealing shots can
be obtained by penetrating the 'edge of fear' in the 'time edge' of a golden pre-dawn glow

For hides, Niall described his use of a camouflaged car, or a unique portable contraption of
simple but effective design This latter can perhaps be described as an enormous tent-hke hat,
through which a camera lens can protrude, fitted with an internal buoyant brim When worn, the hat
comes down to about the thighs so that the wearer may choose either to sit or crouch at his ease,
with the brim resting on the ground, or stretch the legs downwards beneath brim level to walk or crawl
through mud or water I wondered if Niall had taken out insurance against the consequences of
taking a wildfowler unawares during a quiet stealthy approach through a reed bed in the half-light of a
cold dawn.

Niall reminded us that photograph=c 'frame-fillers' of wildlife
subjects, while spectacular, could often lack important information, so

that there is always a place for shots of subjects in their natural
environments This was brought home not only in the heron series, but

also in beautiful studies of fulmars sitting on a red sandstone chff
ledge, and a dipper on a rock surrounded by fast flowing water He also
explained and illustrated the use of a 'smart' flash gun, but it was clear to
me that a high degree of 'smartness' must be required from the user to
ensure success.

In conclusion we were shown examples of controlled wddlife

photography, a techmque which Niall stressed will always be required by
the professional, but one which should always be acknowledged by
means of a caption

This was an outstanding lecture, and if any member surveying
Montrose harbour from the bndge should happen to nohce a one-eyed
plashc tent floating seawards on an ebbing tide, would they please nohfy
the coastguard immediately; Niall Benvie could be m it, and we want him
back!
Bede Pounder
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MEMBERS' NIGHT
30th January
Jim Cook compered the slides of the photographic competition The judges this year were
Dr Derek Robertson (wddlife) and Dr Donald Stewart (photography) There were five entry
categories

1 British natural history taken in 1995 Slides of everything from beetles to
butterflies and a range of plants were entered.

Winner - Alban Houghton - Bog Orchid
2 Foreign natural history taken in 1995 Various plants and animals from
Spitzbergen, Spain and South Africa
Winner - Alban Houghton - Cape Sugar Bird
3 Landscapes, 1995. Various Iocattons in Tayside, Skye and Andalucia, Spain.

Winner- Dorothy Fyffe - The North Esk
4 Prints, 1995
Winner - Anne Retd- Garden Hedgehog.

5 Joke shde Judged bythe audtence
Winner -Davtd Stem - 'Run lads, here come the Natst' (Two garden gnomes on and

bestde fly agaric fungt.)
The second half of the evening consisted of groups of shdes brought by members A wide
range of subjects was covered
Gordon Maxwell
Bob McCurley
Alban Houghton
Jim Cook

Spider, Robin, Fungi, Swans
Corncrakes on Skye.

Chris North

Orkney
Western Isles
Stbena and the Arctic

Rtchard Brmklow

Local interest.

A very enjoyable evening was had by all, with plenty of interest for everyone's taste All
contributors were thanked for their efforts and for sharing them wtth us
Anne Reid

SOCIAL EVENING - MONIFIETH HOTEL
9th February
Thts was a new venture, brainchild of our retmng president, Jim Cook Apart from those in

the know, most of us wondered what we were letting ourselves in for, but it turned out to be a highly
successful and happy evening, subtitle - Nats with their hair downf
Anyone with a mind to could have learned a lot of natural history from the qutzzes, but there
was a fatr amount of a) trying to beat the immediate opposition by fatr means or foul, or b) giving
ribald answers if you didn't know the right ones, and even - the shame of it - c) trying not to wm for

fear of having to produce the quizzes for the next ttme Prtzes were distributed and some of them
consumed on the spot
The buffet was excellent, not a scrap of trifle left, and then came Tnwal Pursuit, Nats style,

put together by Jim, and two years m the making, 1 beheve. Forget those torpid family affairs on
Christmas afternoons, this was something else Three groups hard at tt, and the room resounded

with shouts, laughter and arguments over the twists and turns of fortune on the boards Our racket
must have stood up well to the decibels coming from a younger generation whooping it up in another
room. I forget who won

But, new members, where were you? It was an ideal opportumty for getting to know
everybody Be sure to come along next ttme!
Doreen Fraser
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NARCISSUS IN SPAIN
Henry and Margaret Taylor
13th February
Henry explained that tonight's talk was the result of two trips to Spare but would start m Italy,
move through southern France, the Pyrenees and Andorra then clockwise around Spain The detour

to Italy was to seek out a number of rare alpines including Crocus albiflorus, Primula allionh with its
large colour variation, and the dehghtful spring snowflake, Leucojum vemum
Once in the Pyrenees more spring flowers were found and photographed. These included
the first narcissus, N. provincialis, which is only 3 - 4 inches high and was
spotted on the roadside verge, Ins lutescens on a hmestone scree, and another

narcissus, N. dubius Next stop was the Pyrenean prmcipahty of Andorra
where the pheasant's-eye narcissus, N poebcus was located Henry and

Margaret found one plant which was double-flowered and was sweetly scented
Heading south to Val de Inares more spring narcissus were found including N.
euginia and in a wood nearby the hardy N nivalis On a limestone outcrop the
first form of the angel's tears narcissus was found, the pale-flowered N.
triandrus subsp cemuas

Continuing south once again we were transported to the Sierra
Casorga where the tiny Narcissus hedraeanthus was seen and just south from
there the rare viola with long spur and heather like leaves, Viola cazorlensis
Much further south, overlooking the Mediterranean, is the mighty Sierra Nevada where the
summit area has become quite commerciahsed with skiing and ski tows etc None the less a fair
number of plants were recorded just below the snowline including.
Gagea polymorpha
Convolvulus boissien
Erodtum boissieri
Androsace vandellii
Genhana brachyphylla

Crocus nevadensis

Tulipa australis
Fntillaria lusitanica
Gentiana alpina

Heading west our next port of call, after a brief tour of the spectacular Alhambra Palace at
Grenada, was west to the well known botamcal locality, El Torcal This area of limestone is
especially good for orchids and the species found by the Taylors included.
Scllla peruviana
Orchis pap/llionacea
Ophrys lutea
Gynandriris sisyrinchium

Paeonia broteroz
Ophrys speculum
O. tenthredinÿfera

Close by, near the chff-top town of Sorbas, the rare white narcissus, N. tortifolius, was found

growing on spoil from a gypsum mine together with another orchid, Ophrys omegaifera subsp, dyris.
I should perhaps add that in 1995 when on a RBG Edinburgh expedition to this area, we faded to find
this, to us, elusive plant which Henry and Margaret assured us was 'easy' to find

The area around the hdl-top town of Ronda north of Malaga is well known for the plants which
grow there Here are just a few which were found
Narcissus cordubensis
IV. cuatrecasasii

N. assoanus praelongus
IV. papyraceus

Iris planifolia
Romulea gaditana

Orchls olbiensis

North now towards Cordoba and near Puerta de los Jardmes many more narcissus were
located which included N. fernandesti, N. triandrus and the hybrid between the two, N.

incurvicervicus Some narcissus were even seen growing through the tarmac at the edge of the
road In woodland quite near here N. triandrus, N. luteolentus, and various hybrids were found and

on an overlooking cliff a local form of N. rupicola, were all seen and duly photographed West again
towards the industrial city of Puertolano is the summit of Pueto de Mestanza where we were shown
the hillside covered with thousands of the small and delicate N. cantabricus including some
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spectacular petunioides types with wide flared trumpets. Several N. munozli-garmandlae were also

found together with bright yellow N tnandrus and, of course, innumerable hybrids Closer to
Cordoba near Toledo m a roadside wood the recently discovered N. obvallaris was seen Very

closely related to the Tenby daffodil, it is thought that bulbs from here may have been brought north
to Wales hundreds of years ago and have since naturalised
On again to the Gredos mountains west of Madrid where at 4000ft the camping Taylors
awoke up to find overnight snow had created a winter landscape which fortunately melted sufficiently
to expose IV. bulbocodium subsp, citnnus, N triandrus and N. rupicola Also spotted were several
elusive Spanish ibex and at the snowhne N. bulbocodlum subsp, nivalis, N. confusus, Crocus
carpetanus and a June flowering form of N. rupicola

Our penultimate port of call before we fimsh our grand circular tour was to the Picos de
Europa m the north west of Spare where a cable car took our intrepid travellers to a free limestone
plateau where a number of alpine plants were found together with a sighting of a curious black and
yellow fire salamander The diminutive N. asturiensis and the small form of Fritillaria pyrenalca
which is restricted to the Picos region was also found here.
Our mght of wonder ended with a brief stop in the west Pyrenees where our last daffodil,
Narcissus alpestris, with its drooping flowers was found.

Brian Allan

GARDENING AND WILDLIFE
Peter Chnstopher 27th February
The lecturer was Head Gardener of Hill of Tarvlt, a National Trust for Scotland property near
Cupar, Fife He explained that Robert Lonmer refashioned the present mansion house from the
older Weems Hall in the early years of this century for Mr. F. Sharpe, a jute manufacturer, as a
setting for his art collection.

The present policies of 12 5 acres are maintained by a staff of 2.5 gardeners in three styles,
formal, informal, and semi-wild The management system aims to strike a balance between

labour-sawng and enwronmentally friendly methods, with the emphasis on the latter where possible
and effective Experiments are undertaken with biological control methods but physical removal of
offending pests by hand or by trapping was found the most effective
Because woodland was planted for game cover in the past, with some remaining fine
specimen trees up to 200 years old, a good range of wildhfe was enjoyed. The garden mainly
contributed by providing nectar-rich flowers over a long season For example early flowering ericas
began attracting insects in March, and late callunas, echinops and sedums maintained insects at

the end of the year Yew hedges were found to be excellent winter roosts for ladybirds which
emerged to feed on aphids on the nearby roses and some were removed into the glasshouse to
render their services there.
Margaret Duncan

ARBROATH CLIFFS WALK
2nd March
A total of nearly 30 turned up at Arbroath esplanade at
10am for this short circular spnng walk along the chffs, to
be followed by a pub lunch in the Chffburn Hotel. Starting
at Seaton Farm, we travelled down towards Dÿckmont Den
and immediately a few skylarks and yellowhammers
were spotted m the fields by the farm A large hairy
caterpdlar was seen on the path near the den and photos
were taken for identification. Just past the den the first of
the nesting fulmars were seen, and about a dozen paÿrs

were counted between here and Carhngheugh Bay. Other
slghtings were cormorant, redshank, eider and the usual

large number of herring gulls Approaching Carhngheugh Bay a lone common seal made an
appearance on cue for the assembled Nats One or two lesser celandine were seen, a forerunner of

the hundreds due to flower in the next few weeks
At this point in the walk some elected to walk along the bay and into Seaton Den Others,
perhaps driven by a desire to be at the top of the food chain, took the clifftop route back to the farm
and on to the hotel A choice of meals was laid on at the Chffburn, and avaricious eyes were cast at
those who had chosen the ice-cream sundaest After a good blether on the day's events the company
went their separate ways. Ohl I nearly forgot. The weather was excellent Well, what do you expect
on a Nats outing?
Gordon Maxwell

SUMMER OUTINGS 1996
ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, EDINBURGH
11th May
We were greeted by a grey and rather chilly day m Edinburgh for our first summer outing of
the season Luckily it remained dry and when the fingers got rather numb, the greenhouses were a
convenient place to pop into for a warm up A hot bowl of soup at the Terrace Cafe served the same
purpose
Unfortunately, due to lack of staff to complete the landscaping and planting, the new area
devoted to the Dawson Internahonal Chinese Collection was still not open to the public, but many of
the plantings could be seen from the paths at the top and bottom of the area,
The peat garden was in good form, and so too was the rock garden although the long, cold
winter had delayed the flowering of some of the dwarf rhododendrons which are usually a blaze of
colour m May. The alpine house and surrounding trough area prowded many a gem for the alpine
enthusiast. Much in evidence were androsaces, cyclamen, daphnes, fritillaries and tulips There

are always interesting plants to be seen in the greenhouses - did you spot the bird of paradise
flower (Strelitzia reginae) just to the left of the entrance'ÿ In the orchid house there were some very
attractive slipper orchids (Paphiopedilum) and lovely sprays of Dendrobium.
Hopefully, this visit to the Botanic Garden will inspire members to return at a different time of
year and see other parts of the garden at their best, for example the spring flowering bulbs and
blossom in early spring, and the rose garden and herbaceous border in mid-summer

Ruth Arnold

BACKMUIR WOOD
Tuesday evening, 21st May
We were joined, and our route guided, by some of the members of the new Backmulr

Management Committee who are working closely with the Woodland Trust, the new owners of this
100-acre woodland Some aspects of possible future management were discussed but mainly we
pointed out existing positive features to each other There appeared to be no significant rabbit
problem at present, judging by the amount of tree regeneration where sufficient hght was available
Although the wood's origin is plantation, there is a good variety of species which provide a diversity
of wildlife habitats The mare trees present are birch, rowan, beech, Scots pine, sycamore, alder

and larch
The wood was purchased by the Trust in February 1996 with contributions by local
fundralsmg (the largest amount), SNH grant aÿd and Heritage Lottery funds Since our visit a draft
management plan was presented to a pubhc meeting (in September 1996). A lot of discussion took
place at the meehng - mainly on access for different interest groups such as horse riders and
wheelchair users. Agreement was finally reached with the Trust's stated aims of maintaining the
"naturalness" of the wood and to have no access restrictions unless damage to the wood occurred.
Management activities will aim to be low-key and to maintain a range of ages of trees and to ensure
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some open spaces Some dense thickets will be thinned to allow a number of large, mature trees to
develop to replace the existing well-loved mature specimens

We look forward to seeing this wood develop with "securing and enhancing the natural
environment" as the primary objective of management
Margaret Duncan

PRESTON MILL AND HAILES CASTLE
25th May
A warm sunny day took us to East Lothian where we mixed history and natural
history to make an interesting walk. Preston Mill, which dates from the 17th or
early 18th century, ts troy and picturesque with a red panttled roof and the mill
pond close by We spent a pleasant morning here m and around the mill,
seeing how it worked, and were dehghted to find swallows nesting in the
rafters A grey wagtail ]n the mill dam, dusky cranesbill by the path and a
sheltered spot for lunch all added to the enjoyment.
In the afternoon the party split. Some members climbed Trapram Law which
is a volcanic dome and also the site of an Iron Age fort Later the Romans
took over and a hoard of Roman ecclestastical silver has been found there
The hill ÿs not htgh but affords a good vtew all around.
For others the walk by the river Eden was lovely under the fresh trees, lots of comfrey and
leopard's bane We met the hdl party at Hades Castle, a rather forbidding rum softened by a
blossoming cherry tree, and returned to East Lmton by the river path. Some of us were lucky to see
the dipper and there was a fine chorus of willow warblers among the shrubs
Marjory Tennant

A WONDERFUL WEEKEND - SPEYSIDE '96
7th - 9th June
Jenny Allan was our 'weather girl' thts year, and she came up with the goods! Jenny claims
that every weekend she has been on has had good weather and after this weekend who are we to
doubt her? Our drive up from Dundee on Friday evening was mostly in blazing sunshine, enhvened
by sightings from the bus of several roe deer and a huntmg short-eared owl. The weekend was

tmproved even more by the discovery at the Ballival Hotel in Newtonmore that the three-course
meals that Doug had booked had swollen, at no extra cost, to four courses Some of us were swollen

enough afterwards to feel the need for a strenuous walk! Some of us, mind you, didn't A number of
members walked around Loch Imnch, to be greeted by bog-bean flowers, midgies and pipistrelles.
Saturday morning at 7.00am found a few hardy members out for what has almost become a
Nats weekend tradition an early morning walk to view the local wildhfe The tradition began,
interestingly enough, in Speyside 20 years ago, when a number of participants at a weekend got up
very early to see lekklng black grouse on the ninth green of Kmgussle golf course. This year we
walked down to the Spey Surprisingly the ground was wet, tn places with pools of standing water.
There had been heavy overnight rain but the sky had cleared We found a range of alpine plants,
including Trolhus europaeus and Alchemilla alpina, on the river gravels and good views of local birds
but nothing outstanding It was a lovely morning to develop an appetite for breakfasfl
Our first vistt of the day was to Abernethy Forest and Loch Garten Almost tmmediately after
we arrived at the RSPB centre, Dorothy and Alastalr spotted a redstart flitting around just m front of
the hut. The ospreys were in restdence with two fine chtcks, both hungry for fish While there we
were fortunate to see the male bring in a fish and the female start to feed them All this was clearly
seen on the TV momtor In between the actton the staff there gave us a short talk and showed chps
from a video they had assembled of activities earher Meanwhile others of us watched the nest
dIrectly through binoculars and telescopes, and most of us spent some time watching the redstarts
bnnging food to their young tn the nestbox Wood ants provided a diversion from the bird life, with
hnes of ants cr0ssmg the trad at several places Two small nests were seen beside the path
Afterwards we took our packed lunches and set off to walk some of the trails through Abernethy

Forest and savour the wildlife of mature native Scots pine forest A good range of birds, including a
female goldeneye with four duckhngs, insects and plants rewarded us Ron managed to catch a
glimpse of crested tits but no-one recorded any crossbills Ah well, that's the luck of the draw for
youl

In the afternoon we met one of the Rothiemurchus wardens and the bus was guided to Loch
an Eilean in the middle of the Rothiemurchus forest More mature pine forest! The weather was
superb, even too hot for some members, but most of the party completed a circumnavigation of the

Ioch We recorded an excellent hst of plant species that would be expected in such habitats, and
found yellow figwort (Scrophularia vernalis) beside the old hme kiln and m front of the toilet block at
the visitor centre Several members were fortunate to obtain good views of crested tits here Still
no crossbills though1 Hasso, Sabine, Gordon and Davie found a superb golden-ringed dragonfly
(Corduligaster boltonil) whtch, although it looked relatively undamaged, seemed unable to fly Too
good an opportunity to miss and it soon became a very well-photographed specimen!
Back at the hotel a number of members took the opportunity for a
very refreshing swim in the hotel pool The evening walk, to settle the
starter, soup, roast lamb and strawberry sundae, took a small group round

the back of Newtonmore and eventually on to Loch lmnch in the late
evening. We were fortunate to get good views of what were probably
Daubenton's bats flying low over the water (See article on page 25 for a
full description. Ed )
Sunday morning was rather dull and again it had rained overnight
but, after an early morning swim and the usual more-than-ample breakfast,

we set off for Loch Morhch and the Pass of Ryvoan. Before we had even
left the bus on the Ioch shore, Gordon spotted an eagle flying high over
Cairngorm Further on, up the pass, a cuckoo flew across in front of us
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and a pair of peregrines were seen up on the crags A varrety of
butterflies, including pearl-bordered fritillaries and one painted lady, and
plants such as bog myrtle m flower and common wintergreen attracted
our attention. A few members made ÿt up to the bothy but most stopped at
the Green Loch. On the way back along the upper path we had yet more
excellent views of crested tits We finished our weekend by spending a very interesting hour
hearing about and seeing the reindeer at the centre by the Ioch The most appeahng of all were two
Soay lambs. The trip back to Dundee was uneventful and more or less on time An excellent
weekendF

Jim Cook

The following poem was found written on the door of Ryvoan Bothy and fortunately was
copied before the door was torn down to use as firewood It seems appropriate to quote it here To
the best of our knowledge printing this anonymous poem does not infringe anyone's copyright We
shall be happy to rectify the situation if this is not the case Ed

I leave tonight from Euston
I shall leave tomght from Euston
By the seven-thirty tram,

And from Perth in the early morning
I shall see the hills again.
From the top of Ben Macdhul
I shall watch the gathering storm,
And see the crisp snow lying
At the back of CaJrngorm
I shall feel the mist from Bhrotain
And pass by Lairig Ghru
To look on dark Loch EmJch
From the heights of Sgoran Dubh
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From the broken barns of Bynack
I shall see the sunrise gleam
On the forehead of Ben Rinnes
And Strathspey wake from a dream
And again in the dusk of evening
I shall find once more alone
The dark water of the Green Loch
And the pass beyond Ryvoan
For tonight I leave from Euston
And I leave the world behrnd,
Who has the hills as a lover,
Will find them wondrous kind

KINGSBARNS TO GRAIL
15th June

Coming as it did during a settled spell of weather, the forecast was reflected in the summery
attire of the 40 or so Nats who optimistically boarded the bus for the short (20 miles) journey to
Kmgsbarns The first obstacle was successfully overcome the narrow road down to the beach car
park Eager to get onto the sunny sands, some were already on the move before the leaders had
their boots on. Before leaving the car park gannets were observed diving offshore, probably from
their base on the Bass Rock.

The many painted ladies seen on a previous recce had apparently moved on, but at least
two were seen plus a few small coppers and green veined whites Some people stopped to look at
the snails adorning the bark of trees m a copse at the outflow of the Cambo Burn These included
white-lipped, brown-lipped and garden snails, plus many small spindle shaped ones, sometimes
=n large numbers, and especually at the base of sycamores.

Early purple orchids were found on grassy chff slopes
before Balcomle Golf Course and also others just in bud (probably
common spotted orchids). A number of fossil specimens were
found on the beach from the Carboniferous limestone, common in
this area, including fossil shells, worm casts, algae and plant

fragments. Due to the weight of the specimens and the hot day,
most remained where they had lain for the last 300 million years In
the rock pools were some good colonies of shrimps and prawns,

some were nearly three inches long, and also a few headier
anemones

Birds seen included rock pipit, pied wagtail,
yellowhammer, three herons, turnstone, ringed plover,

redshank, fulmars on the cliffs and many eider with chicks, close
inshore and easy to observe There was also a pair of shelduck

5"kÿp

with nine chicks at the very attractive black and cream down stage
By this time (about 3pm) the 'sprinters' were in the local
hostelry in Crail under the pretence of seeing Scotland qualify for the
next round of the European Football Championship (hope springs
eternal)! The tallenders, including Gordon (weighed down by six
pounds of fossil algae), struggled up the Balcomle road and just
managed to quench their thirst before the search party caught up
with them A fine day, if somewhat tinng; next time we'll cut out that
Balcomie road

PS Scotland met their usual fate
Gordon Maxwell and Hasso Cezanne
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BARRY MILL
25th June
This venture started out by being a simple evening meeting, with the mare purpose of
recording, and grew to be a survey of the property over the whole season

Phase 1
When the National Trust for Scotland first acquired the mill in 1988 the Nats did a
survey of the natural history of the property. This was mainly botanical with some record of birds and
mammals Our evening meeting set out to re-record the plants and anything else we found

A fine evening saw a good number of Nats at the mill ahead of the leader and ready to gol
They had started a list in my absence, and this grew to an impressive length as the evening
progressed A large proportion of the 1989 plants were re-recorded, and many of those we failed to
find were annuals or weeds which might be expected to have less stable populations Some
additional species were added to the list, but these were similarly weeds with some grass species
which probably came from the seed mixtures used after the realignment of the burn before the
property opened to the pubhc. Notable records were the early purple orchids in the wood up the
mill lade, and the green figwort (Scrophularia umbrosa) which is found only locally in Angus, but
both species were previously recorded here
A song thrush serenaded us from the high treetops and various small birds were spotted
(briefly) retreating from the group. Just as we thought that a fairly thorough list had been made, and
most people were heading for home, Jim Cook arrived after a late class. He knew he was late but
had hoped we were still busy, so, to avoid disappointment, a group of two went back up the lade and
managed to add a number of plants to the list, mostly grasses! We even found a single hoverfly out
and about unusually late in the day, just as it started to rain gently shortly after 9 pmt
Phase 2
Since my original recce in October 1995, I had visited the mill site several times
before the outing as, conveniently, it is only four miles from home! I decided to keep on surveying
and recording for the whole summer and to produce an update to the 1989 report, especially since it
had not recorded any of the invertebrates The major part of my efforts went on hoverflies (to the
extent that one of the NTS ladles calls me "the bug lady") but anything identifiable was recorded In
addition to 32 species of hoverfly and nine butterflies, including ringlet, there were two
damselflies and a number of bumblebee species Kestrel were regularly seen and a buzzard put
in an occasional appearance overhead, espectally in autumn Dippers are resident on the Barry

Burn and have nested in previous years and a kingfisher wsited for a short while in early autumn.
Peter Elhs, the miller, twice saw an otter m September, and has also seen foxes occasionally My
total for mammals was two; the ubiquitous rabbits and a dead woodmouse!
Perhaps we can have a go at the moths next summer - volunteers please!

Anne Reid

OLD BLAIR
29th June
This outing got off to a fine start along the idyllic riverside walk from Bridge of Tilt to Old
Bridge of Tdt In no time at all those members of the party with an eye for such things were down at
the river side to admire handsome specimens of dryad's saddle and a horse's hoof fungus. Later

in the day, Amanita crocea was an unexpected addition to the fungus list at such an early date in the
season. Another early find was a bird's nest orchid under a beech tree This was easy to identify,

but a problem arose with a possible Hieracium, one of a prominent group also growing under
beeches Careful examination led to its entry in the log as H. murorum, the few-leaved hawkweed,

but later consultation with a range of publications including the 1992 Perthshire Checkhst, none of
which even mentioned this species, made me revert to our earlier preference, northern hawksbeard

( Crepis mollis)
The river was crossed at Old Bridge of Tilt and the road followed a little way towards Old
Blair untd we turned through a lodge gate to follow the Land Rover track which heads northwards
above the waters of the Tilt rushing through its gorge far below Here we passed a wide variety of
tree species, both native and exotic, all typical of the lands of Atholl The ground flora was very
varied, and included most of the species expected in such a place, including germander speedwell,
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probably the most prolific flower of the day, and mats of bugle, one of which included a pure albino
specimen The stone dyke on our left gave a lot of interest, for example polypody and black
spleenwort, and two problem plants The agreed solution to one of the problems was thyme-leaved
sandwort (Arenaria serpyllifolia), but the other required a later 'consultation of oracles' before being
listed as the locally rather rare wall lettuce (Mycelis muralis) Another rarity, seen on a previous
Nats outing to this area, was herb Paris (Paris quadnfolia), the location of which was indicated by
some large horse chestnut trees and a prominent

wooden arrow strategically placed on the path by the
leading members of the party Herb Paris is an
interesting plant and one, which hke many others found
this day, indicated a richly calcareous soil However, its

visual impact was only marginally superior to that of
dog's mercury, and the almost-over ramsons that

stared out at us with ghost-like faces from the gloom of
the forest floor. Much more spectacular were the
statuesque but mis-named melancholy thistles seen

further along the track
Most members of the party lunched at Gilbert's
Bridge, an absolutely delightful riverside spot that could
have been designed for]ust such a purpose. From here

we crossed the grassy meadow to gain the Glen Tilt
Right of Way track for the return leg, high above the
river Alpine bistort and yellow saxifrage were soon
I-tÿ Poÿ

seen, and several clumps of rockrose admired Plenty
of heath-spotted orchids, both pink and white, were
passed, but these were very small and much less showy

than the other orchids seen by some members of the party who had taken a high path below the rifle
ranges on the outward part of the walk. The return was most pleasant and scemcally satisfying when
the greenery of the wooded rolling hills of central Perthshire came into vtew on the approach to the
steep roads which descend from Glen Fender.

Very little of faumstlc interest was seen 'Furry' things were represented by only a couple of
roe deer and a dead common shrew Reports of feathered species included only what was to be
expected hereabouts; a family of long tailed tits being fed, chaffinches, willow warblers,
blackbirds, common gulls, carrion crows, wood pigeons, and one each of robin, buzzard, and

grey wagtail Several ears were tuned for cuckoos, but to no avml, though a distant pheasant was
heard
It was interesting that the walk yielded albino flowers near both the start and the finish, for as
well as the bugle mentioned above, two or three pristine white specimens of herb Robert were seen
on the road down to Old Bridge of Tilt, to add a little more rehsh to another memorable outing
Bede Pounder

EXTRACTS FROM A HEBRIDEAN DIARY
Saturday 29th June Ten members of Dundee Naturahsts' Society gathered for an expedition to the
Outer Hebrides - Lewis, Hams, Benbecula and North and South Uist, under the leadership of Jim
Cook.

We hired a yellow minibus and after packing our luggage, squeezed on board We crossed
the new bridge to Skye and caught the ferry, 'The Hebndean Princess' at Uig for Tarbert On arrival
at the ferry terminal, whde having a leg stretch, we located a corncrake calling, also sedge warblers

and reed buntings - a great start to our bird hsfl
The ferry crossing was delightful, with auks and gannets and fulmars in abundance and as
we approached the island we saw perhaps a dozen porpoises herding a shoal of fish
Driving from Tarbert to our guest house for the next four nights in Stornoway, we saw our
first red-throated diver on a Ioch.
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Sunday 30th June Our first excursion was round the Eye Peninsula, walking on the orchid covered
cliff tops at Tiumpan Head and viewing the razorbills, guillemots, fulmars, kittiwakes and shags
nesting on the cliffs.
Afternoon saw us at the western side of Lewis, at the Callanish stones, 54 standing stones

erected, it is thought, between 3000 - 2000 BC Wdl we ever know how and why these amazing
monuments were constructed'ÿ We then visited Dun Carloway, a broch built for defence in the 1st

century AD by master masons; the dry stone walls were beautifully constructed. It was stdl in use
against the Vikings many centuries later.

The group which went to the Hebrides ready to depart from Dundee
Photograph courtesy of The Evening Telegraph

Monday 1st July North today, right to the Butt of Lewÿs. On the way we passed one Ioch with eight
great northern divers and another Ioch was home to at least two families of greylag geese At the
Butt we had good slghtings of black guillemots. Our lunch spot was a beautiful little cove with a
beach of white shell sand and water of duck-egg blue.
Returning by the west coast road we stopped at Arnol to visit a blackhouse, a typical
islander's dwelling of the last century, built of a double wall of stones with rubble between and no
windows The roof was covered with heather sods and straw thatch, held in place by heather ropes
weighed down wÿth stones. A fire of peats burned m the centre of the room and as there was no
chimney it was very smoky This particular dwelling had been built by the curator's grandfather in the
1860s to accommodate hÿs family and ammals and had been hved in continuously untd 1974 when a
modern house was built and the blackhouse was then restored and preserved
Tuesday 2nd July Doreen and Marjory joined the party today After meeting them from the ferry at
Tarbert we visited Huisimsh Point, where there is a beautiful bay On the Dunes we found five
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species of orchid - frog, northern marsh, early marsh, heath spotted and twayblade Because

of the late season all were in flower at the same time. Walking out to the point we found the rare
pale butterwort (Pinguicu/a/usitanica), long-leaved sundew and bog pimpernell.
We then drove round to the magnificent beach at Luskentyre - In the taint What must it look
like when the sun shines'>

Wednesday 3rd July Visited the little museum in Stornoway and were able to see the eleven chess
pieces returned from the collection of 67 pieces found at U=g, Lewis, m 1831 These pieces had been
beautifully carved m the 12th century from walrus ivory. The remainmg 56 pteces are m the British
Museum m London

Leaving Stornoway for Lochmaddy, we drove to catch the new ferry at Leverburgh (£2 2
million worth of waterjet propelled ship required, we were told, because of the draught restrfctions
round the islands) But first we stopped to look at the lovely St Clement's Church at Rodel and to
have our picnic lunch at the pretty harbour.
It was a calm and clear crossmg and we saw Atlantic grey seals on the rocks and three

great northern divers flying, as well as all the auks and gulls associated with the area On
disembarking at the Otterntsh terminal we set off to explore Dun St,chlr, but only Nell made it across
the flooded causeway. We then drove south to our various accommodations at Lochmaddy. After

the evening meal many of us walked round the headland to admire the sunset and find Marjory's
former house, now sadly a ruin

Thursday 4th July Returning to the Ottermsh area we went searching for orchids, Dactylorhtza
scotica and D. hebridensis, on the machair. We found them, though the flowers were over and hard

to tell. Perhaps Brian can check them from the photographs
On to Loch Langass and while at the stone ctrcle an otter was spotted
fishing in the Ioch below, our first sighting.
We then visited the new RSPB reserve at Balranald, specially
acquired to preserve the habitat of the corncrake, and sure enough we
heard a number calling but were unable to see them in the vegetation
However the area was also favoured by snipe and we enjoyed thetr
spectacular fhghts and drumming displays. We also saw corn buntings
and this was the only place on the ÿslands that we saw swallows, hawking
for insects over the damp meadows We walked over the reserve towards the sea Who will ever

forget the wonderful machalr covered with yellow pansies and buttercups'ÿ
Returmng to Lochmaddy in the evening we stopped to watch short eared owls hunting right
beside the road
Friday 5th July Drove south over Benbecula and South Uist to Lochboisdale, then on to the
southern point at Pollachar, where we walked along the beach and looked over to the islands of
Eriskay, Lingay and Fuday, and Barra beyond Our return journey included a stop at Loch Druidibeg
to look for the elusive red-necked phalaropes, but no luck A return to Loch Langass brought
another vtew of otters but at a greater distance thts tÿme
Saturday 6th July Took the road round North Uist stopping at Sollas and to walk along the beautiful
Vallay Strand. The pale blueish-white flowers of water Iobelia were seen in a small peaty Ioch.
Sunday 8th July Before catching the ferry from Lochmaddy to Utg we had a short drive out to see
the short eared owls once more and this time also had an excellent view of a peregrine perched on
a stone quÿte near the road
We boarded the 'Hebridean Isles' and enjoyed a promotional talk and film on board about the
Western Isles, which showed all the places we had wslted dunng the past weekt Then came the long
drive to Dundee, with the weather improving all the time.

Just some of the htghllghts of a wonderful holiday, with 70 species of bird recorded and many
interesting plants and places visited
With grateful thanks to Jim for the organtsation and for his able driving of the yellow bust
Here's to the next time1

Dorothy Fyffe
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GLEN PROSEN TO WHITE GLEN
13th July
The walk was conveniently divided into two parts, the first part being up Glen Prosen to the
'bridge' near the Kilbo rum and the second part up to the top of the White Glen The walk up Glen
Prosen is on a well-maintained vehicle track, but the part into White Glen is less well defined and
rather tussocky and wet in places Bede Pounder accepted the task of species recorder on this walk
and eventually produced a good list of species of plants, birds, insects and ammals seen on that day.
The complete list is available to any member
The party set off m rather cool dry weather, but by the end of the
day it was warm and sunny About half the total party decided to walk into
the Whtte Glen and almost tmmediately someone spotted a lizard tn the
heather which promptly darted under a rock and then showed a stubborn
reluctance to appear for the rest of us The weather had now improved
considerably and as we approached the top of the glen we saw a very
large herd of red deer on the slopes ahead We stopped for a whtle so as
not to frighten them off but eventually they moved away up the slope and
disappeared over the top of the hills At th=s point a keen-eyed member
spotted a peregrine falcon perched on a rock high on the left Even when
its position was pointed out it was very difficult to see against the
background of rock and heather, but it sat there for quite a long time and
most people were able to see It eventually.

When we returned to the bus at the car park the news went round
that the small meadow behind the car park was well worth a vtsit and so it
proved to be. Among the wide variety of flowers seen in this area was

meadow buttercup, pignut, wild angelica, heath-spotted and
northern-marsh orchids, water purslane, red-veined dandelion and

many others
Doug Palmer

CARSEGOWNIEMUIR QUARRY BARBECUE
16th July
The evening more than lived up to expectations. The sun shone on the assembled

company, the air was still and beautifully warm, lashings of food and liqu=d refreshment were on
hand, and the conversahon was scintillating or seemed so after copious applications of
refreshmentst

While the fire was burning down to glowing coals Margaret Duncan conducted the assembled
party on a brief tour of the site They soon returned to buckle down to the serious business of eating
and dnnking Naturahsts and guests enjoyed it all and Pfennig the lurcher was dehghted to join in
and accept the offer of two sausages Only two? Nobody dropped anything else! It was far too
good
After the pleasure comes the pain. We dtdn't ask anyone to sing for thetr supper, with good
reason, but most folk set to on the next best thing - pulling ragwort and willowherb The group did
a tremendous job and cleared a considerable area, to the dehght of the commtttee. Grateful thanks
to all the wilhng and well-fed workersÿ
Most of the group drdted off as It grew dark, but Neil Burford, Gordon Maxwell and Jtm Cook
stayed on with the hght trap kindly loaned by Dundee Museum A 'black' UV bulb was used to reduce
unwanted human attention but unfortunately there wasn't much attention from the moths either The
clear sky meant that when the sun went down the ground temperature dropped rapidly and the mr
chdled below the magical 7°(3 needed for moths to fly All that we caught were two common white
wave moths, a few tipulids (crane flies) and a small selection of other flies A few other larger
moths were seen but not trapped.

The bat detector was of a httle more use Once or twice we picked up flickers of calls from
pipistrelles and saw four of them, at least two different individuals, during the course of the evening.
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The detector was also used to check for the possible presence of Daubenton's bats in the dark
above the ponds None was detected, at least a useful negative result

Many thanks to all concerned and, particularly, to the staff of Dundee Museum for the loan of
the equipment
Jim Cook

DUNDEE LAW
Our contribution to the Dundee Festival

17th July
Margaret Duncan, our President, Gordon Maxwell and Jim Cook welcomed a small band of

interested Dundomans on a tour of the wildlife interest of the Law We set off from the car park at
the allotments and headed up the new path through the wooden whalebone arch By keeping our
eyes open we were able to see a good range of local plants and insects. A series of nail galls on
sycamore leaves diverted attention and there were several species of snails. On the top we moved

round the new and greatly improved walkway to admire the view and visited the indicator. Down the
dry slope on the other side we were out of the wind and warm again and able to admire poppies,
fumitories and thistles We strolled slowly through the woods taking in the sights of the birch and
pine trees, rose bushes in flower and resident birds, several blackbirds, a yellowhammer, coal tits

and robins The site of the old rubbish tip was nearly hidden. The group gradually made its way
back round the grassy area to admire the view and then returned to the car park Everyone said how
interesting Jt had been and how much they had enjoyed the tour
Jim Cook

DOWALLY TO LOCH ORDIE
27th July
It was apparent as the bus filled up at Lmdsay Street that this was to be the best attended
walk this year, and a quick count totalled 52 This included a strong international contingent, most of
whom were students in Dundee, from countries including Spare, France, Germany, Malaysia and
Mex=co.

Starting at Dowally Craft Centre, keen eyes soon spotted woody nightshade and monkey
flower by the nearby burn, and as we started the inchne on the first part of the walk moschatel
leaves were seen by the path On the way up to the Ioch butterflies noted
included small pearl-bordered fritillary, dark green fritillary, common
;

blue, ringlet, meadow brown, small heath and green-veined white An

emperor moth caterpillar was spotted by Doug Palmer near the Ioch Thins
is one of Britain's most attractive moths with its large wing spots, and ÿs
fairly common ÿn early summer on moorland.

As most of the group settled down at the Iochslde to have a welcome
break, they were treated to a fine sighting of two black-throated divers
demonstrating their fishing skills. To add icing to the cake, 15 minutes later
jÿ.ÿ_ a lone osprey flew over and stayed around for about ten minutes There
L.obÿio. are southerners who would give their eye teeth to see such sights ÿn one

dayl Other birds seen included wheatear, buzzard and four kestrels
Another speclahty in the Iochs here ÿs water Iobelia, which was still in
flower. There were also a good number of heath-spotted orchids, but
many were inaccessible behind forestry fencing.

The weather had once more been kind to us, and everyone had
appreciated the fine wews over Strathtay on the way up, and across to
Schiehallion on the way down Many had time to have a quick tour of the
craft centre or simply to sit outside to let the feet return to their normal size
Gordon Maxwell
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LADY MARY'S WALK, CRIEFF
10th August
On this long-to-be-remembered day, the spirits of 42 of our members were uplifted by the

beautiful rolling Perthshire countryside as we were sped in the bus along the roads hnkmg Dundee
and Crieff The sun shone, and colours of high summer were bright enough to dazzle Lush greens
and harvest golds were everywhere, and in places, whole fields glowed with purple rosebay
willowherb.

But means of spiritual uplift were sorely needed that day, for these remarks refer only to the
return journey when the majority of passengers were thoroughly soaked to the skin - literally - and
had been for several hours On the outward leg we looked out on a scene of grey drizzly mÿsery, and
the drizzle intensified as the ouhng proper got under way from McRoshe (or Taylor) Park m Cneff to
follow the west bank of the Turret By the time the confluence between Turret and Earn had been
reached the drizzle became real rain, then a steady downpour, then a heavy downpour, and finally

acquired a state which was unprintably worse The water came down in torrents, and soon an
increasing number of saturated souls were making 'about-turns' and heading back to the bus The

outing just had to be aborted, and before even the riverside section had been completed. What a
shame then, that by the time the last stragglers had got back to the bus, the rain ceased, the clouds
hfted, and the sun shone as if to mock us on our way home Perhaps it was appropriate that August
10th marked the last day of the Dundee water festival
However, despite the conditions, the walk yielded lots of interest to a bunch of enthusiashc
naturahsts At many places along the rivers the flora was dominated by species that thrive in wet
conditions There was meadowsweet, Japanese knotweed, some valerian, butterbur jungles,

alder at the water's edge and the aroma of sweet cicely hung on the sodden air Species to be
expected m open woodland were there m plenty, especially wood sage, greater woodrush, dog's
mercury, red campion, pink purslane and wood avens (herb bennet), and it was nice to find
enchanter's nightshade, nettle-leaved bellflower and a lonely angelica. Another loner was what

looked like a solitary water crowfoot on a rock in mid river, and I wished I could have called it to
come over for a closer view - it would have been just as much at home on the pathT What was a

surprise to me was to find orpine at two spots With its thick shiny leaves typical of plants able to
hve in very dry sunny conditions, orpine is one of the odd Sedums prefemng to make a home m the
hedgerows and other shady spots Its other Enghsh name is livelong, but I doubt if it could hve for
long in the conditions which obtained on this day
With two others, I carried on beyond the end of the riverside section to Trowan farm which
hes beneath the monument to Sir Dawd Baird of Indian War fame, in case some of the faster walkers
had reached that far None had, but we were glad of the shelter while we attacked our 'pieces', much
to the annoyance of a pmr of swallows trying to regain access to their nest under the roof beams
We found this part of the walk easily the wettest In fact, it was more of a paddle than a walk, but
interesting none-the-less, for as soon as the path took us away from the river a marked change in the
ground flora was apparent. Here the dominants were hogweed, greater birdsfoot trefoil, yarrow,

self heal and burdock, and at one point a sohtary daisy was bravely standing up to the downpour the only one I saw that day
It cannot be often that one has the privilege to lead a really memorable outing, one that will
be imprinted deeply on many minds and have anecdotal quahhes capable of lasting many a year.
This was such an outing: rut unfortunately for all the wrong reasons1 (I shudder when I read this glad I was not there! Ed.)
Note: Sir Patrick Kelth Murray of Ochtertyre had the walk laid out for his daughter, Lady Mary It
must have been at this time that the beech avenue and the magmficent sweet chestnuts and
larches were planted
Bede Pounder

NATURAL HISTORY MYSTERY TOUR
24th August
Where was the tour heading for this time'ÿ At least we knew that all the sites were in Angus
Along a narrow road near Whlgstreet the bus eased into a small layby, conveniently close to some
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raspberry bushes rich In ripe fruit, and we walked across the road to a long low mound and
associated ditch. What was it'ÿ The remains of a Roman camp, the only one readily vtsrble rn

Angus Apparently it was one of Agricola's marching camps, an incredible rehc after 1900 years
Setting off after the brief stop, past Fothringham Hill and towards Hunters Hill, the bus had problems
negotiating a tight corner, but George the driver managed to extricate us without too much damage
Our next stop was at 'Berry Hillock mire' a newly discovered site m the northern part of the Srdlaws
Our leader pointed out a rich crop of apple galls in a roadside oak tree but the most interesting
specimens were a few large plants of giant water dock (Rumex hydrolapathum) m wet ground along
the ditch by the fence. This is the only known inland site of thts species in Angus
Moving on, we passed the superbly sited hill fort of Denoon Law and travelled in to Glamis
for coffee and a short talk by the Rev Andrew Greaves about the famous Picttsh standing stone and
the work being done at the church We spent an hour explonng the award-winning development of
the den and St Fergus well. The small stream gurgled and splashed past while we soaked up the
warm sun, noticed blood-drop emlets (Mimulus guttatus) in the water and lily of the valley under
the bank-side trees and found Margaret Brldle's grave in the church yard She was the inventor of
the so-called Forfar Bridle, which really should be called a Glamis Bridle On the wall by the church
yard gate were a number of fronds of rusty backed fern (Ceterach officinarum) at one of its very few
locations in Angus
The bus took us up towards Kirriemuir but we turned off a small side road to drive slowly past
the single site of Euphorbia esula m Angus and see the corn marigolds tn the wheat field opposite
After leaving 'Kirne' and Barne's cottage, the tour passed one of the best orchid sites in the county,
at Forestmulr. This late in the year, though, none was visible. Lunchtime saw the party up in Edzell.

The plan was to go down to the beach on the river before eating but rain and hunger threatened and
we quickly settled on seats in the car park. Although there were a few spots of ram our luck held and
after looking for and finding sea plantain in a far from normal habitat we spent a short time down the
'gassy brae' and crossed the newly-reconstructed Shakktn' Bng over the North Esk Large brown

trout lazily cruised the water
We travelled back south past Dun's Dish and then stopped off at Bridge of Dun to walk along
the Lurgies It was excellent with a wonderful array of plants, Himalayan balsam, and its exploding
fruit, willows, mints, water plantain, grasses, sedges, sea club-rush, with mergansers and

piping greenshanks on the mudbanks - but no spoonbills, kingfishers or marsh harrierst (All
three were seen there next day by another group Ed.)
The mystery tour finished with a visit to a large monkey-puzzle and a superb array of wildlife
in stone at the Fraser Mausoleum m Arbroath western cemetery. The deserving winner of the day's
'places and wildlife' quiz was Dorothy Fyffe.

Jim Cook

MEGGINCH
7th September
Our high expectations of a rich and varied woodland fungus collection here amongst trees up
to 250 years old were not altogether realised following a long dry summer and early autumn.
However, 32 fungus species were identified (24 on site and 8 more after further study at home by
Gordon Maxwell and Jim Cook). They included Amanita crocea, Auricularia auricula (ear fungus),
Ustulina deusta, Lacrymaria velutina (weeping widow) and Cratarellus cornucoploldes
Meggmch provided other attractions, and after a warm welcome from Baroness Strange and
Captain Drummond we had tea on the lawn in the sunshine We were then given an intriguing
account of a httle of the long htstory of the castle (origin 1460) and policies (beech walk planted
1747, doocot built t806, topiary 1896) A highlight of the day was the discovery of a peacock
butterfly, as well as a painted lady, a green-veined white, several fresh red admirals and small

tortoiseshells
Margaret Duncan
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AUTUMN MEETINGS 1996
BADGERS
Carol Fleming 15th October
Carol Fleming was Countrystde Ranger at the Falls of Clyde when the Nats visited in
summer 1995, and she is now a Wildlife Watch Development Officer She provided us with a very
comprehensive report on badgers and her work with them
The black and white coloration of the badger's head ts a warning signal to other creatures to
keep away. Ammals of scent primarily, their sense of smell is thetr main gutde in hfe, followed by

their hearing and lastly their sight. They wtll smell you long before they hear or see you Badger
watchers adopt different approaches to this sensitivity, one is known always to smell the same
because he never washes his badger watching clothes, and another masks his scent by coating his
shoes with something pungent!
Being digging creatures they have very strong shoulders and claws, and they can be
ferocious opponents if cornered This trait is one of the main reasons why badger baiting continues
Those involved in these inhumane and illegal acts go to great length to pit thetr dogs against
badgers, despite the fact that both they and their setts are fully protected by law (Protection of
Badgers Act, 1992)
The diet of a badger consists mostly of
worms, however they also eat frutts, small
mammals, cereal, insects, green plants, bÿrds and
their eggs, and are even known to dig out wasps'
nests They are not hunters in the true sense, but

will eat any of the above items if they happen to
come across a tasty btte. The area over wh=ch

badgers forage depends on the abundance of food
and the number of badgers in a clan One group of
25 in the Falls of Clyde area forages over one
square kdometre

Badger setts can be found on a variety of dry slopes tn woodland or grassland, and they have
even been found under garden sheds (these are also protected by law tithe sett is underneatht) The
chambers can be incredtbly close to the surface, and the whole sett can be very extensive. The setts

are excavated with the very powerful front feet, and the chambers are hned with dry bedding material
which ts moved around under the chin with the badger progressing backwards Separate dung pits
are dug at the edges of the temtory, and these and additional scent marking indicate the territorial
boundaries to other badgers
In the wdd the life span of an individual has been estimated to be about seven years, though
the age of nineteen has been reached m captivity. The family group is very important to badgers and
they know each other by scent and reinforce this by rubbing their own scent on to others of the group.
They wÿll beat a hasty retreat if interlopers appear.
Despite their protected status badgers are still persecuted because of the supposed hnk with
tuberculosis in cattle. They have also been blamed for damaging cereal fields, when foraging for
worms Further research is being carried out to determine the full facts tn both these areas
In Britain badgers tend to occur in pockets, though in Angus recent surveys have shown that
out of 20 known old sttes only one ts currently m use The reasons for this are not fully understood,
but it appears that if once removed from an area they can take a very long time to recolomse For
more reformation locally you can contact the Tayside Badger Group
Lesley Wood

CHILEAN PLANTS
Bob Mitchell 29th October
Though currently the property manager at Branklyn Garden tn Perth, Bob Mttchell was
previously the curator of the University Botamc Gardens in St Andrews, and is also well known for his
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plant hunting expedLtlons m various parts of the world He has vistted Chile twice and showed us a
wonderful selection of slides of the plants and vegetatfon of the southern part of the country
Chde is an amazing 3000 miles from north to south, the equivalent latitudes m the northern
hemisphere run from Norway to Nigeria, and it is nowhere more than 80 miles wide. Jt has a flora of

5000 species of which 56% are endemtc, though there are a number of plants commonly grown in
Bnttsh gardens which originate from Chile.
In the area around the capttal, Santiago, there are dry summers and wet wmters whtch result
in a Mediterranean type flora. There are species of cactus and myrtles, and a giant bromeliad,

Puya chilensis which has a 15 foot htgh flower spike. As in other Medtterranean floras there are lots
of bulbs and a number of orchids
In the htgher Andes m the area of Mount Aconcagua there are 30 to 40 volcanoes, many of
which are still active. This can often result in remnants of the previous vegetation being left on either
side of lava flows Much of the area is covered by dry temperate forest including Nothofagus
(southern beech) species, both deciduous (N procera) and evergreen (N. dombeyil) and familiar
garden plants such as Desfontatnea sptnosa and monkey puzzle (Araucaria araucana) trees up to a
thousand years old
In the temperate ram forests more famthar genera are encountered Eucryphia cordlfolia and
E glutinosa flourish here with large ferns and Chile's national flower Lapageria rosea Towards the
south of thts area Nothofagus antarctica occurs along with the mcreasingly rare conifer Fitzroya
cupressoides whtch is valued for its timber In contrast to the enormous Brazilian Gunnera manicata
often grown in British gardens, we were shown the tiny G. magellanica whtch only reaches 3 mches m
height
The area around Punta Arenas at the southern ttp of the South Amertcan mamland has very
severe weather conditions, 'four seasons in a day' being very common. This results in a restricted

flora, and even 60 year old Nothofagus antarctica may only reach 3-4 feet htgh, though m the shelter
of hummocks it may grow taller. The Chilean fire bush (Embothrium cocclneum) is at the southern
end of its 2000 mile range here, and though usually red, the flowers are sometimes found to be
yellow, as on Chiloe Island slightly further north The most southerly orchid m the world (Chloria
magellanica) is also found in the far south.
Only the edge of the Patagoman desert was vtsited, but guanacos were seen m the national
park there. Of the interesting plants which tolerate the very cold and dry conditions m the rain
shadow of the mountains, the scarlet whin (Anarthrophyllum sp) has failed m cultivation in Britain.
Primula magellanica is the only member of the genus to be found in the whole of South America,
though a number of Calceolaria spectes, and some hybrids, occur quite commonly Torrent ducks
and upland geese were also seen here

All the wonderful slides of the vaned and spectacular plants and scenery of Chile were
designed to tempt us to visit the country Who knows, perhaps some members of the Nats will be
tempted to join a group on just such a vistt as that made by our speaker.
Anne Reid

l/fill

WORMIT TO NEWPORT
9th November
This short walk of about two and a half mtles was to be followed by lunch in
the Brig O'Tay restaurant, Newport, and was more of a social outing than a
serious naturahsts' excursion. Nevertheless, on the semÿ-ctrcular right of way

from the shore at Wormlt via St Fort to Newport, 30 pairs of eyes managed to
comptle a reasonable hst of birds, mcluding fieldfare, redwing, treecreeper,
tree sparrow, and even a buzzard plus many commoner spectes The only
"wdd" animal encountered was a rather large and boisterous goat which
seemed determined to break down tts enclosure m order to join the Nats.

Weatherwise it could not have been better, the sun shone the whole day and
the Tay, Dundee Law and the Stdlaws stood out sharply in the clear conditions;
not at all November-hke. The route was poorly signposted for a right of way,

but no problems were met with until Newport, where a wrong turn or two led us
astray However, thts only enhanced our appetttes, and most arrived at the
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recommended time at the Brig O'Tay A good meal was followed by an even better blether and I
think some were reluctant to go home as the sun stdl cast its rays over Wormlt Bay

Gordon Maxwell

CANARY ISLANDS
Bnan Allan and Richard Brinklow
19th November
Brian and Richard gave us the benefit of their experience gamed from several visits to the
Canary Islands They presented their slides on a discrete habitat basis to give us an illummahng
taste of the variety and uniqueness of the landscapes, flora and fauna to be seen on just two islands
of the archipelago, namely Tenenfe and La Gomera
The island of Tenenfe was shown to be dominated by Mount Telde, 3717 metres high, with
its volcanic landscapes and unique weather, distract from the habitats and weather experienced on
the coasts. The shdes depicted a range of flora from the different habitats, a significant number of
the plants being endemics These included the famous Dragon tree, Euphorbia canariensls (and
another four species of this abundant genus), Orchls canariensts, Aeonmm rosettes, the Canary pine

and the incredible giant Echium
La Gomera is distinct because it is well watered and humtd, particularly where ancient laurel
forests condense the moisture from the sea clouds These forests are protected in a National Park.

Heather heath is another habitat wtthm the park We were treated to pictures of Canary palms, Ilex
cananensis, Hedera canariensis, more Euphorbia, and Aeoniums and many more speciahhes from

thts tsland
The Canary Islands were shown to be a worthy holiday destination for curious naturalists.
Margaret Duncan

THE CANARY
At the end of the lecture on the Canary Islands the discussion briefly centred on the
connechon between the canary (Serinus canaria) and the islands. After going home and doing some
homework I hope the following will be of interest to members
The canary belongs to the famdy of Senns, which are small to very small yellowish green
finches, most with very short stubby bdls The canary is 5 inches (12.5 cm) long, compared with the
stmdar but smaller serin (4 5 m or 11.5 cm).
The canary Is the Atlantic Islands analogue of the serin and ts endemtc to Madeira, the
Azores and the Canary Islands. The wild variety is yellower on the underparts and greyer on the
back than the senn, and the familiar cage bird is a specially bred yellow variety of ÿt Both types
have the same well known song It is most commonly found m forests, orchards and gardens in the
wild.

Bob McCurley

WHALES AND DOLPHINS
lan Cummmg 3rd December
lan Cumming is Cetacean recorder for east Scotland in addthon to his 'real' job as a dentist
It was while he was dentist to the whahng fleet in South Georgia that he developed his interest in
whales and dolphins.

We were first reminded that two thtrds of the world's surface is ocean and that whales are
mammals that live their whole lives in the water Ongmally the need for accurate tdentificahon was
for commercial whaling, but nowadays there are whale watchers who derive pleasure from stmply
looking at and admiring these great animals With the aid of shdes lan then explained to us the
many different whales and the important things to look for when trying to tdentdy them. This
appeared easter said than done since only a ghmpse of the relevant bits is all that we usually get!
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Size is very important in whale identification, though estimating it may be more difficult
unless there Js a boat or other object of known size nearby There are two large types of whales,

toothed, and untoothed or baleen whales The sperm whale and bottlenosed whale are both
toothed and are carnivorous, eating fish, squid and cuttlefish The baleen whales are plankton
feeders and include the pygmy whale (20ft) and the blue whale (100ft) These animals use their
huge tongue to press the water through the baleen filters and reta,n the food The killer whale Js
actually a large dolphin (15-30ft) and is very clearly marked in black and white It is a voracious
animal and eats seals, porpoises, fish and even other whales Porpoises and dolphins are
relatively small and have teeth and feed on fish. Many dolphins are from 6-1 Oft long but there are
larger species like the pilot whale (28ft), the beluga or white Arctic whale (18ft) and the narwhal
(15-20ft). The narwhal has another distinguishing feature, the male grows its left tooth to a length of
9ft or more, projecting hor, zontally, an amazing sight and possibly an origin of the unicorn legend

There are several important features to note about shape and position of fins Both the dorsal and
pectoral fins vary ,n relative size and shape and position on the body The shape of the head is also
important, whether rounded, blunt or bottlenosed; and the position of the blowhole on it. The actual
blow is characteristic to each species and the height and angle of the blow ,s used as an a,d to
identification It has been noted that depth of dive also determines the number of blows; shallow
divers blow more often.

The tail can also be diagnost,c Some whales flip their tails as they dive while others just
sink like submarines. Sperm and humpback whales frequently jump clear of the water, powered by
their tads, but the real high-flyer is the dusky dolphin of New Zealand The southern right whale
seems to stand up in the water as though to observe its surroundings.

Colour is a very useful character, if you can see it Some are very dlst,nctly marked like the
killer whale The common rorqual is slate grey above and white below, but each whale has its
distinctive markings, whether they be stripes, bands or patches.
Knowing where to look for certain species helps as whales move in a sort of migration Great
whales breed in warm water and feed ,n cold. Minke whales prefer temperate water but those in the
southern hemisphere are a different colour from those m the north. It is not known whether the two
types mix, or whether they are separate subspecies
There are seven varieties of dolphin around our coast, bottle nosed being the most
common. There is a large school of these on the Moray Firth and from there some come into the
Tay and the nearby coast We think of them as friendly, harmless creatures, but they kdl porpoises
sometimes; whether in competition for food or for other reasons is not known The other five species
around the British coast are the white sided, Risso's, white beaked, common and striped

dolphins. Sperm whales can be seen off May Island sometimes, and there are humpback whales
around the coasts and killer whales m Shetland waters Other species occur occasionally and there
was even a report of 20 white beluga whales in the Tay last September, though lan had not seen
them himself A count of all the 79 different whales would keep a whale watcher, or a naturalist,
happy for a long t,met
Marjory Tennant

BOTANISING IN TURKEY
Brian Allan 17th December
This talk was to have been given by Dr Chris North but unfortunately he was ill and Brian
Allan very k,ndly volunteered to stand in at short notice. Brian had visited Turkey twice in recent
months and his talk covered some aspects of the natural history and botany of the two areas wsited.
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On the first visit, which was in April 1996, he and Jenny took a circular trip from Mersm to the
area of Cappadocia and back through the Toros Mountains to Mersin The mare interest in this trip
was the fascinating and unique geology of the Cappadocia region This whole area was covered to a
considerable depth with volcanic ash which was itself later covered by lava from the volcano of
Erclyes Dagi Later processes of weathering and eroston carved away the ash and lava to form

huge towers and cones, most of which still have a cap of the harder lava on the top The more
slender conical towers are called devil's cones The rock formed by the ash ts quite soft except
where ft comes fnto contact with the air This gives it a fairly durable crust with a soft interior which
makes Jt ideal for carving, and over the centuries houses, churches, army quarters, cells and
refectories for monks and hermits etc. were carved into the larger towers Here too were ancient

underground cities which were excavated to a depth of seven storeys and which have been home to
thousands of people over the centuries.

The botamcal interest was less evtdent at this time and place but on the return trip through
the Toros Mountains they found three delightful crocuses, a snowdrop, Corydahs, winter aconites,

and a bright Chinodoxa growing through fresh snow
The second trip Jenny and Brian took to Turkey was in October 1996 and covered an area
near the south western border This also was a round trip, starting and finishing at Marmaris and
including visits to Ephesus and Dalyan on the Lycian coast. At Ephesus they visited the Roman
archaeological site with a large well preserved amphitheatre, capable of holding 24,000 people, and
in the same area was the anctent library of Celsus They then moved on to Pammukkale to see the
wonderful white tufa (calcium carbonate) deposits on the hillstdes These result from the hot
springs In the area and form an incredible array of hot pools, stalactites and stalagmites, the whole
effect looking like what Brian described as a 'cottonwool castle'.

On returning to Marmans they took a boat trip along the coast to see the Lyclan rock tombs
at Dalyan, and finally a visit to the turtle beach where grant loggerhead turtles come to lay their
eggs Nothing much could be seen of this except for a corridor of protected sand fenced off to
prevent the cunous from digging for the eggs
Doug Palmer

MEMBERS' REPORTS AND ARTICLES
CARSEGOWNIEMUIR PROJECT REPORT 1996
What a wonderful summer we've had Wasn't it grearÿ For us it was, but not such a good
summer for growing trees At least the condttions weren't as dry as last summer and there was

reasonable rain every 10 days or so September, though, was particularly dry wtth no stgnificant
rainfall at all and the trees suffered considerably Although most of the damage was done last
summer, in the drought of 1995, at least a dozen small trees have died, mostly birches up at the far
and drier end of the quarry (area G) They will be replaced in due course.
Most of the rest of the trees have grown well and the ones in the exclosures have begun to
bush out as planned. The trees in the third exclosure might have been expected to be especially
vulnerable, being so small and newly planted, but not a single one has been lost Even the
blackthorns in area D have shown stgns of growth. A range of others, the aspen, oaks, ash, elms,

the larger birches, alders and elders, rowans and bird cherries have added significant hetght.
The major environmental feature was the long and exceptionally harsh winter and cold
spnng Thts stunted growth, especially earlier m the year, but the mare cause of damage was the
deep snow In January and then m April. In places the dnfts reached over one metre in height and
allowed the starving rabbits to reach over the wire tubes and chew the bark They made the most of
the food supply. The worst affected was area R, the dense clump of young trees near the entrance.

Nearly 20 hawthorns and rowans were heavily damaged, which was parttcularly galling since this
clump had been doing so well Some were wrtually stripped of bark over 20 to 30 cm lengths of
trunk and had to be pruned right back to only 30 or 40 cm above ground. The only consolation is that
none of the trees was killed outright and most have made very considerable recoveries. Who knows

what the damage is underground, but with luck the trees may grow back. Fortunately Doug Palmer
and Jim Cook visited the quarry during the worst of the snow and were able to place a number of wire
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tubes around other trees to prevent similar major damage elsewhere (Recipe for rabbit hot-pot on

page 3511ÿ!)
Strong winds early in the year blew down the old rowan near the first exclosure. It had been
attacked for a number of years by the fungus Pholiota squarrosa and when we examined the roots it
was obvious why it had fallen The fungus had destroyed most of the root mass Our plan Js to leave
it and let nature take its course It should prove to be a fine habitat for fungi and insects over the
years

The usual activities took place this year Several members helped with clearing willowherb
from around the trees and pulhng ragwort The barbecue m July (see also page 15) was a great
success, with plenty to eat and drink, but instead of singing for their suppers everyone pulled ragwort
instead! Although the rosebay willowherb was as dense and agresslve as ever, there were fewer

and smaller stands of ragwort and relatively easy to control It seems that our hard work ÿn previous
years is starting to pay off. Other activities at the barbecue were moth trapping and bat hunting
We were able to borrow the bat detector from Dundee Museum but had only a trace of a pipistrelle
and since it turned out to be a chill evening there were very few moths.
Several study visits were made again this year by Dr Derek Robertson, Gordon Maxwell, Jim
Cook, Margaret Duncan and Anne Reid and family. The information collected is being added to our
database on the quarry
Planning ahead, thÿs year we decÿded to construct another small exclosure and an extension

to the first exclosure in autumn, ready for the tree planting, rather than m the depths of winter which
has been the practice in the past Margaret Duncan, Doug Palmer, J,m Cook and, especmlly, Ewan
McGregor did the bulk of the work and both the new
exclosure and the extension were ready with holes dug for
the tree planting day on November 17th The weather was
excellent and a willing and hard-working group planted over
40 trees, dug more holes and added the top layer of wire to
the exclosure. Until only a few days before, the autumn had
been very mild with only slight frosts As a result a number
of trees were not ready for planting and they will have to be
transplanted m the spring. We have received a request from

the Dundee branch of the Young Ormthologlsts Club to help
with some conservation work and are delighted to comply
They will help with tree planting m March and survey the bird boxes. In fact, their chairman, David
Gow, who visited during the planting day, and Anne Reid found a dead pygmy shrew in one of the
robin boxes, a new record for the quarryl

We look forward to next year and would like to thank all the members who have worked so
hard and contributed so much over the year
Jim Cook

Sounds familiar??
GEORGE LOWDEN
Optician and Sclent,st, Dundee

SKETCH OF HIS REMINISCENCES AND CAREER
Reprinted from the "Dundee Advertiser" of 3rd and 6th February t906

DUNDEE NATURALISTS' SOCIETY
"The Dundee Naturalists' Society was first organised ,n my back shop It was after sundry
conversations between Mr W M Ogilvie, Mr Alfred Guthrie, Mr Stephen Cooke and myself resolved
upon Mr Cooke who was at that trine science teacher m the Y M C.A, undertook to call the meeting
at which the Society was formed The meeting was held in the Y M.C A rooms on 22nd January
1874, when it was formally resolved that a 'Naturalist Society' be formed The first office-bearers
elected were President, W M Ogilvle, Vice-Presidents, David Brown and Alfred OgilvJe,
Secretary, Stephen Cooke, Treasurer, John Thomson, Council, John Hood, James Brebner, and W.
B Simson. The Society was for a long time a great success. It brought many eminent men to
deliver lectures in Dundee, amongst whom were Mr Archlbold Gelkle, Sir Robert Ball, Dr Dallinger,
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Dr Carpenter, Mr R A. Proctor, and others There was when I commenced business no regular
manufacturing ophcian In Dundee One Balerno, who hved in Yeaman Shore, and another, Antony
Tarone, who had his house in Murraygate, gave themselves out as 'barometer and mÿrror makers'

The former hawked hts goods about the street, and usually had a barometer under one arm
Hawking was then in great vogue Almost anything could be bought from hawkers Spectacles were
then pnncipally sold by hawkers, who got them mostly from dealers, such as Mr Fleming, Overgate,
who died only a week or two ago, and a toy merchant named Buchan who had a shop in Reform
Street. Mr Austen, Nethergate, was then the only regular maker of spectacles in the Town "

Brian Allan

LOW-FLYING BATS
8th June
Loch Imnch lay flat calm in the sky glow of late dusk A heron planed in on curved wings,
saw us at the last moment, and swung away to land heavily in a tall spruce on the other side The
air was warm for Speyside and vibrant with life Three or four pipistrelles darted and wheeled in
and out of the cloud of midgies and troy flies above our heads. In the near darkness the creamy
white of the bogbean flowers defined the water's edge and the scent of crushed water mint hung in
the air.

Gordon, Davie, Ron, Sabine and Hasso joined us on the path round the Ioch. By thts time it
was after 10 45pm At first we could see nothing over the blackness of the water. But then a careful
search with binoculars revealed that out in the middle of the Ioch, about 50 metres away, other larger
bats were skimming low over the surface Gordon moved round a few yards unhl he could see more

sky reflected in the water and then called us over.
We all stood and watched the flying display
for some 20 minutes and marvelled at thetr skdl
There were at least three of the bats about,
probably more over the rest of the Ioch. If only we'd
had a bat detector with ust The creatures skimmed
and turned effortlessly between about 5 and 20
centimetres over the smooth surface and came
very close to us We were wtthm about a metre of

the water's edge and the bats often flickered past
some two or three metres from our standing figures, too close for binoculars. They didn't seem to be

bothered m the least by our presence In the gloom thesr wings looked charcoal grey and seemed to
be about half as large again as those of a pipistrelle Their size and behavtour indicated that they
were probably Daubenton's bats. Occasionally one of them actually touched the surface with its
head, as we could see from its movements and spreading ripples, and seemed to catch something.

Perhaps Jt took an emerging chironomid or one of the numerous pond skaters that we had seen
earher, or possibly the animal was just thirsty. Eventually, though, the lure of the hotel and bed
became too strong to resist but when we left at about 11 15pm the bats were stdl hunting
energetically It was marvellous to see them so clearly, one of the hlghhghts of the weekend
Jtm Cook

WILDLIFE DIARY EXCERPTS 1996
March 24th Black throated diver on Tay near junction of river Braan. This one stayed in the area
for at least 2 weeks
March 28th Green woodpecker heard more than once near above Iocahon Do they migrate south
m winter? No-one has given me the answer to that question yet. White squirrel (albino red)
also seen near here

April 21st At St Cyrus, lumpsucker washed up m kelp on beach Thts odd fish is unmistakable m
appearance, having a very rough warty skin Females and males differ in colour and they
attach themselves to kelp by means of a sucker-like device on their understde The male
guards the eggs after mating
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April 28th Bee flies seen at Campsie Lmn These bee-hke flies hover in front of early flowers such
as primula etc with thetr very long proboscis They are parasitic on solitary bees and
wasps

May 26th Orange-tip butterflies photographed near Inver (Perthshire); very uncommon in Angus.
June 9th Loch an Edan One painted lady seen This was the first of what was to be an
excepttonal year for thts species

June 21st Houndstongue (in flower) at Earlshall reserve (Fife) This plant is absent in Angus
June 30th Cocoons of the vapourer moth seen on heather near Auchterhouse Hill This moth has
an interesting life cycle, the female is wingless and lays her eggs on the cocoon The
caterpillar ts hmry and colourful. The eggs survive through the winter and hatch the following
spring A buzzard's nest was found in a low tree.

July 6th Hummingbird hawk moth seen hovering on bugle by forest path through Moncrieff wood
This moth is a mtgrant, and although not common, has been observed widely most years
August 46th Green damselfly photographed at Laird's Loch (probably Lestes sponsa) Also one
osprey seen flying in direction of Dundee from same area.

August 25th Two young common lizards seen at St Cyrus on estabhshed duneland First sighting
for me in lowland Iocatton
September 7th A single peacock butterfly seen on Nats outing to Meggmch Castle Thts was
interesting as it complements a number seen this side of the Tay the previous year. Time
will tell whether they are extending their range
October 1st Last painted lady of the year seen on cold but sunny day In Ledcneff wood clearing
November 10th Gyromitra esculenta seen m good condition, although frozen solid, on Kinnoul Hdl
This is a spring fungus and this one was totally out of season.
December 10th Finally a short walk around Lalrd's Loch revealed a fox skulking through a young
plantation My footsteps in the crisp snow must have disturbed tt and I had a good view at
about 50 yards before tt disappeared into the trees, time, about 3 pm.

Gordon Maxwell

HEAVENLY BODY
25th March
In the black dtstance an owl 'kee-wJcked' a few times and then fell silent. A faint and

freezing breeze brushed the dry leaves on a nearby bush Its branches reared stark stlhouettes
against the glow of Dundee's hghts on the southern horizon but the stars above ghttered clearly in the
frost As I got out of the car an oystercatcher piped its protest and flew off Polaris, the Pole Star,
hung high in an almost cloudless sky and to the north the 'W' of Cassiopera lay open to the heavens
All was still
Wtthm a few minutes my eyes were fully dark-adapted and I could see the object of the
search Almost directly overhead was a bright fuzzy patch about the size of a pinkie nad held at
arm's length The time was 12.30am and Comet Hyakutake was clearly wstble It was almost at its
closest approach to the earth, about 10 mdhon miles away, right on our celestial doorstep in
astronomical terms, and the tail could be picked out faintly against the sky. It glimmered over to the
north, directly away from the dtrect=on of the sun There seemed to be two parts, a narrow but
distract central bar leading away from the bright head and a much fainter diffuse area around 0t that
graded off into the night sky. The length of the complete tail was about the width of a hand held at
full arm's stretch, a splendid stght, Over a period of about an hour the comet moved distinctly
against the background of fixed stars No wonder the ancients regarded these heavenly wanderers
wtth awe It was my best ever view of a comet, much better than the faint fuzzy dot of Halley's
celestial body.

Jim Cook
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KINGFISHER COUNTRY
Dtghty Wildlife
In previous seasons contributors of reports on summer outings have always made a point of

mentioning kingfisher slghtlngs, as at Barons Haugh and on the Tay at Dunkeld All these are more
or less rural locations and not in our immediate home area The birds are such a delightful sight as
they flash past, often only seen as a ghmpse of blue and orange, that it is quite understandable that
they merit so many mentions
This summer, however, I have seen a kingfisher much closer to home on the lower Dighty
in Momfleth. It has been spotted on five occasions in an area usually fairly well disturbed by
schoolchddren (mine included) and dog walkers, though there are a number of relatively und,sturbed
stretches of the burn nearby I originally saw it in May, twice within a week, and then again at the end
of October and early November. On the th,rd autumn occasion I watched it fishing for ten minutes,
and saw it catch and swallow a small fish with the characteristic heave of the body to help it down
There have also been a few sightmgs on the Barry Burn at Barry Mdl (only 4 miles away), but only
over short periods, so we either have one wanderer or a small resident population. The water in the

Dighty is not too dirty (see survey by Jim Cook, below) and supports resident dippers Up to three
herons v,stt regularly, so there are obv,ously plenty of fish. A possible enemy has also been seen

nearby thts summer in the shape of an adult mink, though whether it would pose a direct threat to the
tunnel nesting kingfisher Is not known I shall resist the temptation to go looking for the bird, but I do
look around very carefully when taking the children to and from school nowadays
Early mormng walks in the lower D,ghty area in late autumn have additionally revealed a fox
which had also been seen a few days earlier by
a dog walker A pa,r of bullfinches has put in
occasional appearances as have up to three (at
once) treecreepers, on a large hawthorn
bush. A single tree sparrow was also seen

once, m addition to the frequently seen tits and
finches, and the resident kestrels The small
flocks of goldfinches are a particular delight,
even if only heard twittering musically
overhead All these are so much easier to spot
once the leaves are off the treesY Winter walks
have a lot to recommend themselves

Anne Reid

DIGHTY SURVEY
As a follow-on from the highly successful lecture series on 'Wildlife in Tayslde' in the spring,

Jim Cook organlsed and ran a survey of the state of pollution of the Dighty burn. As well as the usual
enthusiasts from the Nats, several members of the class joined in. The group met on Tuesday

evenings and used the nets and trays prowded to sample the water and substrate and recorded the
indicator organisms present We started near to the mouth, above the limit of salt water penetration,
and over the period of a month, worked our way upstream to near the source of the burn On the last
evening a reporter from the Courier came along and we had the satisfaction of an interesting article

and photograph in the next day's paper
The techn,que was to sample the water and rocks, pebbles, silt and water plants for small
animals All were identified to class or group, and some even to species level, and then recorded on

the sheets provided We were looking for a series of indicator organ,sms The presence and
numbers of particular species could be used to decide the degree of pollution and category of that
stretch of the burn.

The results showed that the water quality had improved a httle since the society camed out
the last survey in 1978 Then tt was found that along several stretches of the burn within the city,
pollution levels were moderate and the water was classified as category B or even down to category
C The problem seemed to be the presence of sewage storm overflows at intervals along the
watercourse, resulting in a stream of diluted sewage pouring into the watercourse every time it rained
2"7

heavily This problem is now being addressed by the improved sewage treatment factlities being
brought into use as a result of the EU directive on wastewater treatment The 1996 survey results
showed that this appeared to be having some beneficial effects already, at no time did the polluhon
level observed fall below category B
Jim Cook

BLACK WINGED PRATINCOLE (Glareola nordmannii)
at Momkle Country Park

To discover a major rarity is almost certainly every keen blrdwatcher's dream, and it was by

pure good fortune that I had arranged to pick up Allan Brennan the assistant country ranger at
Montkte Country Park at 6pm on the evenmg of Wednesday August 14th 1996.
We were attending a pre-arranged meeting at 6 15 so I decided to arrive early to allow time
to check over Denfmd, the smallest of the three ponds at Monikie. Here the water level has been
deliberately lowered to encourage passage waders to drop in to rest and feed before continuing their
journey south. I set up my tripod and telescope and started scanning through the large group of bzrds
which appeared to be mainly lapwings and little gulls
Imagine my surprise when into my scope field of view came this strange brown looking bird
with a black stubby bill and large dark eyeV "What species was it'ÿ" I asked myself with the adrenalin
now pumping fast! It dtdn't take me long to realÿse that I was looking at a pratincole, having seen a
sitting bird in Majorca assuming the same hunched neck position. But which pratincole species'ÿ
Was it collared, oriental or black winged'ÿ To be absolutely sure of this it was essential to see the
bird flying which ]t eventually obligingly dtd. It was then possible to see the all dark underwmg
(chestnut brown m collared and oriental) and lackmg any white trailing edge on secondaries (whtch
collared has). These field marks made it possible to identtfy the btrd as a juvemle black winged
pratincole, the first record for Angus and only the third for Scotland The first was on Fair Isle m
1927, where it was shot (the bad old days) and the second at Loch of Strathbeg in 1976
The black winged pratincole breeds in large colonies from eastern Europe through to
central Asia, m May to July It then migrates; the bulk of the species heads for Botswana and South
Afrtca during August to October
Needless to say I was more than pleased to be prtvileged to be the finder who just happened
to be m the right place at the rtght time Denfmd pond at Monikie wdl, I'm sure, play host to many
more interesting passage migrants m the future, and the staff at Monikie are to be congratulated on
the great efforts which they have made to encourage this.
(The sightmg led to a large group of eager twitchers arriving the next day! Ed.)
Bob McCurley

VISITED MONIKIE COUNTRY PARK LATELY?
August 1996
When word got around that a black-winged pratincole was at Monikle Country Park a friend
very kindly offered a lift to see if we could see it The bird is a very rare visitor to these parts with a
migratory route between eastern Europe and Africa Unfortunately by the time we arrived it had
flown, but talking to the other birders there on the same mission, we were all very impressed with the
park It appears that in 1993 a decision was taken to lower the level of the water m the Denfind
Reservoir, thereby exposing areas of mud and creatmg a different kind of habitat What an tdeal
stoppmg off place it's turmng out to be!
We saw over twenty snipe feeding quite openly (a change from glimpsing them flymg away
from Elhot reedbeds) and ruffs, reeves, little stints, arctic terns and little gulls were also there
On the other reservoirs which st,II contain deep water were many species of duck and great-crested,

little and Slavonian grebes.
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I am sure that the lower water level will attract many species of birds as they migrate and
think that the staff of Monikie Country Park are to be commended for their efforts in creating what ts
a very scarce habitat in our area
Why not pay a ViSit soon and see what you can spot'ÿ

Dorothy Fyffe

'WILDLIFE IN TAYSIDE'
In the spring of 1996 a short series of lectures with 'Wildlife in Taystde' as the theme was
organtsed at Dundee College All the lecturers were DNS members and were able to cover their own
special topics The course was very successful and attracted 24 members of the pubhc, most of
whom were not already members of the society Some of them joined soon after
The lectures were.

Woodlands and Waysides
Weeds and Waste Places
Water and Wddhfe
Cliffs and Dunes

by Gordon Maxwell and Jim Cook
by Derek Robertson
by Richard Brinklow
by Bede Pounder
by Derek Robertson
by Brian Allan

Seashores

Mountains and Moorlands

Many people indicated how interesting they had found the course and that it had been very
useful in developing and improving their knowledge of local wildlife, and some even asked when the
next series would begint As a series of follow-up exercises the class was taken out, by Bede, Gordon

and Jim, on a rather chally but clear Wednesday evening to view the wfldlife, scenery and structure of
Arbroath cliffs After that htghly successful outing, several class members joined DNS members to
carry out a survey of the pollution indicator organisms in the Dighty burn. (see article on p 27) The
final outing, led by Brian, was to the Keltneyburn SWT reserve near Aberfeldy
Due to the interest shown in the first series, a second set of 10 lectures was organised to run

from September to November. A total of 19 interested members of the pubhc signed up and several
also came along to the DNS evening meetings
The subjects chosen this time were based on wildlife groups, not habitats, a major dtfference
from the first series As before, we tried to use the expertise of DNS members with the aim of
covenng a broad range of local wtldlefe groups in reasonable detail. Derek Robertson lectured on
Butterflies and Moths and on Flowering Plants, and Richard Brmklow dealt with the huge subject of
local and Scottish Mammals Brian Allan took on his favourite topic and demonstrated his expertise
on Orchids, Gordon Maxwell tackled the broad subject of Fungi and Bede Pounder coverered the
specialist group of Sea and Shore Birds Jim Cook gave the opening lecture on Wild Places and
Wildlife in Tayside and a further talk on the Tay Estuary Two guest speakers were brought in: Bruce
Anderson from the RSPB with an excellent lecture on Raptors, and Ahson Silk, Ctty of Dundee
Council's Sustainabihty Officer, on Wildlife, Biodlversity and Sustainabthty All the lectures were very
well received by course members

We intend to run further classes tn the spring and early summer of thts year One idea is to
organise a series of 6 evening visits to wildlife sites in the Dundee area. Another is to repeat the first
series of lectures, but in the afternoon so that people who were unable to take in an evening course

could attend. A further possibility ts a series of lecture/demonstrations on natural history and the use
of a microscope. If you are interested in any or all of these courses please contact Jim Cook directly
or any council member for details

Jim Cook

OCTOBER SURPRISE IN THE ALGARVE
The Rla Formosa National Park runs along the Sota Vento coast of the Algarve from Ancÿo,
to the west of Faro, to Manta Rota, 31 miles to the east of OIhÿo. It covers an area of 60 square
miles and is composed of narrow, shallow sandy streams and rivulets running between mudflats, long
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sandy peninsulas, saltmarshes and islands of dunes To ornithologists it is well known but to the
majority of vtsltors perhaps less so

At the beginning of October 1996, after a month spent mainly in north Portugal, we stayed
two nights with friends at Qumta do Lago, just west of Faro We had only one day to gel a glimpse of
the western edge of the national park Via the beach at Qumto do Lago there was an easy walk
between the saltmarsh and mudflats beside the River Formosa and the manicured golf course, with
areas of ponds surrounded by the dense giant reeds (Arundo donax) There were also small areas
of woodland with umbrella pines and, m October, dried scrub and grass and, showing green, the

only native European palm (Chamaerops humilis)
Among the plants of the saltmarsh were little egrets, startlingly white m the reddish-brown
vegetatton and, at low ttde, in the mud at the r,ver's edge, fiddler crabs - so many that the mud
postttvely moved.

A short walk across the drying saltmarsh brought us to a shallow waterway where
half-a-dozen black-winged stilts were wading and yelping. So busy were they, that we were able to

approach close enough to dispense with binoculars, but we were too eager and put them to flight
This of course allowed us the sight of their long trailing pink legs.
About a mde into the walk we reached a htde overlooking the ponds - and were glad of the
shelter, the temperature being around 25°C There was plenty of noisy evidence of coot and we also
saw little grebes and one great crested grebe. A sudden flash of colour - a kingfisher - and close

at hand - and then another1 Basking on the mud at the pond's edge were fresh water turtles
(terrapins?) which disappeared under the water at the least sound. We walked on and were treated
to the sight of a small flock of azure-winged magpies flying from pine to pine and descending to the
rough grass at the golf course's edge We were about to turn back when one of the party looking out
towards the sea, spotted the resmdent flock of flamingos, about 100 We were too far away to
identdy them, but presumably they were greater flamingos
On our return journey we stopped again at

the ponds and there at the edge of the reeds, in
full vtew and only about 20 feet away, in all their
glowing splendour were two purple gallinule!
On consulting our host's bird book it appears that
late autumn is the time when these normally shy
birds emerge from the dense reeds One final
sighting was inshore, several hoopoes on the
grass Jn front of our friends' house

potential We saw so much m one day and in a
Ria Formosa
National
Reserve
anare
area
walk of only
three mdes
or so Ifis
you
everof
in
thts area and perhaps accompamed by

i

non-nature enthusiasts you could send them

over the wooden bridge that crosses the Ria
Hÿ,oÿ

Formosa to reach miles of beach, or take them
wÿth you wfth the promfse of seeing the Roman

fish preserving tanks at the end of the walk, or
send them into the wooded scrub to look for
chameleons (which we faded to spot).
The Algarve is well known for its spnng flowers and bird migration paths, but tf you are there
tn autumn when all around is dry and sere, here is an area of surprises and dehghts

Footnote Since writing this article I have been gtven an excellent booklet which describes, with hne
drawn maps, the birds that may be found tn 2t locations in the Algarve It also includes a checkhst
and the address of the Portugese Centre for the Study of Migration and Protection of Birds (CEMPA)
"The Btrdwatchfng Guide to the Algarve" by Kewn and Chdstne Carlson. Arlequm
Pubhcations 1995 ISBN 1 900159 007 (Arlequm Press, 20 Broomfield Road, Chelmsford, Essex

CM1 lSW)
Anne Urquhart
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EVENING CALM
Upriver three salmon fishermen stood waist-deep, their shapes silhouetted against the hght
on the water Beyond them the rounded hills of the Grampians reared blue in the calm distance
The occasional thin whish of a casting line camed on the faint breeze but whde we were there no fish
were caught Downstream a more efficient fisherman perched on a fallen branch at the water's edge,

alert but stdl as a twig. A solitary heron! Below us the velvet dark river gurgled and sucked at the
angular rocks, laid to prevent a repeat demonstration of the power of the 1993 floods. Twihght
seemed to be seeping softly up out of the ground
"There it is again!" came Gordon's urgent whisper The screams and white wing flashes of

the wheeling and diving black-headed gulls instantly attracted our attention. We both concentrated
on the meadow and crumbling bank on the far side of the river Through binoculars I could make out
the sleek dark shape of the cause of the fuss and in its mouth struggled a young black-headed gull.
It loped along among the tussocks and soon disappeared down one of the many rabbit holes That
was the second juvenile gull we'd seen taken within a quarter of an hour And yet the drama soon
faded. Nothing else reacted, not even the rabbits, and the gulls settled down again after a few
minutes "Pity the gamie's gone" muttered Gordon

A sudden movement and splash below us diverted attention Another good trout, a pound or
two at least. The fish were rippling the water energetically. At intervals blrzzards of brown
snowflakes fluttered from the bankside willows on the gentle breeze over the water The air was
thick wÿth life We'd seen these insects earlier crawling in hordes over the hght-green lace of a clump
of sweet Cicely. They were light brown and moth-hke caddis-flies Others soon joined the drifting
feast Swallows turned and skimmed and often dipped onto the smooth water surface and sand
martins darted to and from their terraced holes on a steep bank just upstream From across the
water a sandpiper trilled once or twice and then fluttered swiftly past on down-curved wings It
landed on a small sandy beach nearby and started to probe the water's edge
Earher that evening, the walk in along the old ox-bow near Meikleour had provided much of
interest A sweet scent hung heavy m warm air Dense clumps of meadowsweet were interspersed

with stands of stately reed canary-grass Harshly raucous male sedge warblers fhtted around but
only briefly emerged into view. Eventually we had good slghtings In between the clumps of taller
plants drifts of field forget-me-not flowers tinted the soft ground a striking sky-blue We passed the
site of the huge hole that had been carved by the floods, now completely filled m. Small brown
micro-moths darted up and back down into deep cover. At the edge of the long curved pool the tall
pink heads of amphibious bistort contrasted with the bright blue of water forget-me-not flowers
and the spiky flower balls and bright green sword leaves of branched bur-reed. Tiny flakes of
duckweed coated the surface Fhttmg movements in a small jungle of the dreaded Japanese
knotweed attracted us They proved to be courting scorpion flies Their long beaky heads,
blotched wings and the curved sting-lEke tails of the males were highly distinctive A few small plants
of the ahen Astrantia major could be seen on the drier sandy soil of the levee and another
introduction, Amsinckta /ntermedia, showed as greyish stiffly hairy tufts with tiny bright orange
flowers

We'd sat down to admire the wew over the Tay nearly an
hour before. A few posies of faded primroses dotted the bank
Occasionally a common tern beat swiftly upriver, its beak full of
food. Far downstream a goosander shepherded four duckhngs
and dived repeatedly. On the shingle spit opposite lay a quiet
tweed-jacketed figure Beside him was the unmJstakeable shape of
a rifle in its cover He told us about the gull predation and said he
was keeping an eye open, but after about half an hour moved
upriver to try his luck there
Beside us a scruffy clump of lupins with dark hairy pods,
Lupinus nootkatensis, clawed up the sandy slope On the curve of
the bank further downstream vivid purple and blue splashes of
colour caught the rays of the setting sun It was these lupins that
I'd come to see They looked fully at home as if they had been
there since the last ice age, but were far from their native soil,
having been introduced from Alaska There was no sign,

unfortunately, of the clumps of the superb globe flowers, Trolhus
europaeus, that had prewously enhvened the scene The warm
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rays of sunny summer's evemngs past used to catch the large round flowers with ghnts of gold The
'93 flood must have scoured them away but perhaps another would bring more seed
The dark animal had appeared only a short while after the gamekeeper left. It was an
unexpected bonus for us but not for the gulls The predator qutckly snatched the first youngster from
the gull colony. It vanished to feed in silence and then reappeared for the next course. The killerÿ A
large and well-fed mink. "Ptty he's away with his gun", said Gordon again

Jim Cook

HOVERFLIES
"No it's not a wasp" I wish I had a pound for every time I have had to say that The more
familiar large garden hoverflies do bear a superfictal resemblance to wasps wath their shiny black
and yellow warning colours, but there are many other colour comb=nations from all black through
black and white to black and orange There are even some which closely mimtc various sorts of
bees and have similarly hairy bodies m colours ranging from black through orange to white
Altogether there are 250 different species of hoverfly in Bntam and more are being found all
the time. There are, as usual, rather fewer in Scotland than further south which makes hfe shghtly
easier when identifying them here!
To recogmse a hoverfly as such, the first step may be to notice it hovering, either above
flowers, or in sunlight patches in woodland To confirm your suspacJons you have to wait for it to
settle on a flower or leaf and look carefully at its head This ts particularly useful for differentiating

hoverflies from bees and wasps A hoverfly has short antennae and a characteristic eye shape, whde
a bee or wasp has long segmented antennae and a dtfferent eye and face shape. The other major
difference is that hoverflies have one pair of wings plus a pair of 'balancers' (halteres) while bees and
wasps have two pairs of wings. This ddference is almost ÿmposslble to see m the field as the bee's
two pairs are hooked together and operate as one pair, quite apart from the fact that the wings are
normally folded over the back when the insect is still enough to observe closelyV There can be some
confusion with other fhes, however, once you get your eye in it becomes quite easy to spot a hoverfly

at ten paces - even the very small all black onest
The larvae of hoverfhes have a wtde range of feeding habits Many of the familiar yellow
and black ones have larvae which feed on aphids and are thus to be welcomed in our gardens Less
welcome is the bulb fly whose larvae eat bulbs. It can be a senous pest for commercial daffodil
growers, and is one of only a handful that have common names It is however a very attractive,
hairy, bee mtmic with several colour forms which can be commonly seen in early summer. Other

types of larvae eat a range of things including plant roots, decaying leaves and rotted wood, and
there is a group whose larvae are found submerged in ponds and pools (often in farmyards) known
as long-tailed or rat-tailed larvae.

The hoverflies are an altogether fascinating group and well worthy of a little more attention
when out and about with the Nats or just wandering around your own garden.

Anne Retd
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SEA PEA
The sea pea that grows on a few sandy areas of the east coast of Scotland is Lathyrus
japonicus var acutiformis. It is distinctly different from the variety of sea pea that grows along the
coasts of southern England m having much more pointed leaflets and in growing on pure sand rather
than on shingle
The plant is rare In the Flora of Angus (R ingram & H.J Noltie, 1981) it is recorded in only
two 10 km squares Formerly it was known from the Shetland Isles but apparently became extinct
there a few years ago There are now only two known Iocahtles, both in Angus, and Scottish Natural
Heritage (SNH) and their predecessors the Nature Conservancy Council have been keeping an eye
on them for some time. Dundee Naturahsts' Society has been surveying the colon,es for a number of
years Both colonies have varied in numbers and area over the years and both are vulnerable to

human disturbance and, particularly, to beach erosion Another challenge ÿs that sea pea seems to
grow better m open sand dunes among scattered marram grass leaves As the dunes mature, the
vegetation cover increases and appears to smother the plants One site has shown this effect

In early 1996 Ann Brown of SNH, based in Angus, instigated a project in an effort to revive
one of the colonies The aim was to scarify the dune and thus open up the surface to the growth of
sea pea plants. The work was carried out by a hardy band of volunteers from the Dundee
Conservation Action Team one cold and particularly wet Sunday in early May, before the plants
would be expected to grow In those conditions it proved very difficult to locate the position of the
colony. Because the dunes are vulnerable to wind-blow in summer it was decided to clear one metre

wide strips through the dune vegetation, rather than a wide area, to give the sea pea a chance and
yet not expose the dunes to the dange of severe blow-outs

The growth of the sea pea plants was momtored on several occasions in July and August by
members of DNS and the cleared strips examined None of the strips showed signs of the
development of blow-outs m the dune
In late August a small group of DNS members met on several evenings to plot the
distribution of, and survey the extent of the sea pea colony. The species was found to be growing
reasonably well in one small area beside a path and a total of 118 individual plants was recorded.
However, the individual plants seemed to be smaller and less tangled with each other than in
previous years Several other legumes, particularly meadow vetchling (Lathyrus pratensts) are
similar to non-flowering shoots of sea pea but careful examination allows positive identifications to
be made. In practice no plants were mis-,dentified The colony was covered by a measured grid of

surveying chains and thin rope that allowed it to be divided up into a series of one metre squares,
and the individual plants in each square were counted systematically The map (below) shows the
distribution of the plants and the
extent of the colony
All the strips cleared in the
spring were studied carefully Many
I 0
o o o O O o o o o O o
stdl harboured clear areas, apparently
!
t
, Oÿx
o o 0 0 0 O o O 0 o o
suitable for sea pea growth Although
't
!
the strips came very close to the
j o oJ o 0 3 O -1. o 0 0 o 0 o
colony, no sea pea plants were found

along any of the strips Possibly no
seeds had had a chance to be moved
into and germinate along the cleared
strips. It may be worthwhile to repeat
the clearance experiments in spnng

1997 and site some of them directly
over the location of the colony This
may allow more sea pea plants to
grow in areas of reduced competition
Wouldn't ,t be a pity if this interesting
plant was allowed to decline and
perhaps eventually disappear?
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As many of you will know, the Natural History Museum, Barrack Street, Dundee

has a computerised wildlife database [Naturebase] which covers the local area.
We are always interested in obtaining any records for inclusion in this project. They
can be brought or sent to the museum as extracts from your field notebooks or on one of
our many recording forms. The computer is best at processing long lists of species very

quickly where details of Locality (with Grid reference), Date and Observer remain
constant. All records are welcome, and recording forms are always available at the
museum.

Further Information.-

Dundee

Telephone 01382 432069

I

REMINDER
Subscriptions to the Dundee Naturahsts' Society are due at the AGM tn

March each year If you do not manage to attend the AGM it would be very helpful if
you would send your subscriptton to the treasurer, Shelagh Gardlner (address on
page 1) or bring it to the next meeting you attend.
The current rates of subscription for 1997/98 (subject to confirmation at the

AGM) will be:
Ordinary member £6
Famdy members £10
Student member £2
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RABBIT HOT-POT
1 rabbit
Seasoned flour

2 onions (shced) or 2 leeks (chopped)
Potatoes

Chopped parsley
Stock or water

Wash and joint the rabbit and coat the pteces with seasoned flour. Put a
layer of onion or leek in the base of a large casserole and then add the rabbtt
Sprinkle hberally with parsley then cover wtth the rest of the leek or onion Put a
good layer of sliced potatoes on the top and add enough hquld to cover the meat
Cover the casserole and cook at 170°C (325°F) for two to two and a half hours
Remove the hd shortly before serving to allow the potato to brown
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DUNDEE NATURALISTS SOCIETY
ACCOUNTS 1996 - 97, FOR THE YEAR ENDED 15 FEBRUARY 1997
O vening Balances

86.26
62.30
387.39
727.95
656.12

Current Account

Summer Outings
Weekend Account
Carsegowniemuir Account

Deposit Account

1920.02
Income to Date

1012.00
137.49
52.90
11.51
2690.00
220.00
460.00
1773.50

Subscriptions
Miscellaneous Receipts
AGM & Xmas Teas
Interest

Speyside Receipts
Shetland Receipts
Dumfries & Galloway Receipts
Summer Outings

6357.40

8277.42
Expenses to Date

Inkjet Refills

39.98

3017.00

Speyside Outlays
Guest Speakers' Outlays
University Accommodation
Printing & Photocopying
Secretary's Outlays

121.50
255.00
131.13
128.79
133.25
57.50
6.00
97.60

Insurance

Subscriptions
Member Refund
Fencing
Dumfries & Galloway Outlays
Summer Outings
Photocomp Prizes

100.00
1774.60
25.00

5887.35
2390.07

Closing Balances
Made up of.'-

Current Account

Deposit Account
Summer Outings
Equipment / Projects
Weekend Account
Carsegowniemuir Account

314.74
368.53
61.20
442.11
571.90
631.59

2390.07
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Dundee Nat ahsts So aety
Summer Programme [996
Saturday May l!ÿh,

Edinburgh Bÿrtanic Gardens,

Leader Rut}, Arnold

Buÿ at 9,30 a,m aÿ Norflÿ l..indsoy StreeL q'hc EdmNÿrgh I,Iotamc Gardÿ-n ÿ nol ÿ n(ÿ
vemK for the Dutÿdee Nalurahsts'. bul bke at!) gooxt garden ff Is constantly evoMng mrd
them ÿs :dwtÿ's some ÿmw feature to be sÿ,n Daring the lact 12 ÿo ! g months ÿm hrÿ,n
s¢-ufll of }nverldlh Hour- and the Tenac¢ Oaf€ has Ix,cÿl developed to accommÿu-'ÿNe
plamÿ collecteA N st;ÿfi" fi'om dlÿ Garde.n dtÿrhtg recent cN:ÿedmons ÿo (?}nrÿL and it ÿ'
hoped ilia flÿt, meal \vi;i ÿ×- ¢)p2n m time for our visit Be sure ÿ¢, visit €he r(ÿ.k ÿd b',ÿII
gaNen,ÿ uhmh vÿ}! IK, re,,ÿ,hing llmÿr peak m re,A-May Atrÿ) the aipmc house and.
in?ugh tÿaiderLv w},icl'ÿ m'e adjacem to the glasshousÿs 7ÿe gia.ÿOmtme<, arc a bÿg
anract,oÿ: at atB tune ÿFflÿe },ear With a Nÿ of luck there mtghÿ ÿ somÿ eÿotrc oÿx:hi&,
sttll bkxÿmhÿg m the orchid mÿ,d cÿ,cad house,

Tuesday Mtÿy 2list

}ÿ:ackÿrtuh- Wood

Leader Maÿgareÿ Dtmcÿ)n

Oÿ,,,n Transporl OS Map 54, Refl 343'}36 or 344340 A cham:ÿ ÿo sÿu,.i} thÿs 100 ÿ're
wÿoctland r<wty aÿiuired by. ,'he Woodland Tnÿl This is aÿ oplxqllmlÿv ÿo recxÿrd ÿfs
existÿttg slaÿ. aÿld compare tn fimÿm year's the r.tffec, s of, the TrusPs m:anagement and
incmaseA use 1ÿ' tlÿe I.ÿbhc.

Saturday May 2ÿth.

Presÿoÿ. Mill & Haiies Castlÿ

Leader Matjory 't'ennaÿi

BuS at 9 O0 a m at.Noÿll Lmdÿ¢ÿ'ÿy Sire{:{, ÿasÿ I_,otlamn ÿs a new venue R}r us and om
atk.ÿ here sboÿ the rk:hncs,ÿ N the farmland ÿnd a wcatIh of history fÿom the Bronze
Age ÿo ÿhc pr¢.ÿerÿt day Pÿt:ston MÿII ts veÿ' pmluresque and d,ÿtes from 0m I71h or tort).

lgth ÿmuW - look fer Greo' Wagtaikÿ m the mill }adÿ The path {o Haites Casÿ'te followg
the mer T),ne. ÿ:rosÿes a (foil)ridge and up a sbgbt ÿse m the castte tuitÿ, hag, ÿ}kmg
about 3)..{. re'lies m total ÿvtum to East Lu)tt, n We ram' find orchids, oÿ ÿ1 Dlla;.mr b,, the

river Those who wish to ÿAinÿb Tr,wain I.av,. f22tm), a dome of volcanic ÿaÿ,ÿ and site
of an ho,ÿ ,64e lbrk will tÿ transported 1o the 'foot of the htH and., ;}tier a sharp httk"
ehrob and a sptendÿd vmw, mI! walk if Hailes ('aÿ0e and return to East Lmton vÿa ave,

path (4 mders ÿ, ctimbÿ Pleaÿ bring ? our Na{m{ta! Trust cards

Friday &me 7tK

,Sÿeyside Weekeÿd

Leader Jim Cook

Member,a gomg on flÿs u'ip should refer to tim note m fi!e 'envelope'

Saturday June lgth.

Kingsbarus ÿo (Trail}

.Leade, rs H Cezanne/O Maxwd!

Bus a 9 00 a m aÿ Nmÿh Limk',ay ,Street. O S. Skeet 59. A coar,|at walk along lmths
(som'et}m,.:ÿ madÿ,ÿ and the ;oÿeshme, which m some places ÿs nÿcky. Im:MbI) 4ilÿae.n'.
Plc;,se ,sea, smtabk- Rÿ)lwcar See a xÿdv xmic.-ÿy of coastal ptaÿ,ts an1 go,ÿ:t trace fasstls

l'uesday ,Iurÿe'25ÿh.

Bÿvry N}ÿI}

Leader Ann Reid

¢."aÿn Tÿm,.sporÿ O S Sheeÿ 54. rcf, 53,,1"ÿ50 N T,S.. sigr, po.ÿed from [.ÿttÿ A92 and

A930 (Dundex: & M;amf!e{tÿ to Carntraaÿe mars} Meÿeÿ at the MiIt car lxÿrk The
S<ÿ'ÿeg mÿrJed out the original r, atum! hiaog' s'urvw of thÿ Malt provew when the
N.F.,ÿ first aeqmred t3aD' MÿIt so we shal! be mtemsk'd to gee ÿlÿc clmnges sincv ttmn
We sha|I ,ÿalk Ns,'. the M, II Dam. through the woÿ:l, and up lhe mill Iade ÿo 'ÿheÿ'e ÿt
comes off ihe BarD Bttrÿ

aurday Jraÿe Zgtÿo

Oÿ{d B]hdr .

Leaden Bede Po;.md.-:;ÿ

Bus at 900 a m at Nonh%mds:ÿ\ Strcÿ:ÿ We walk flora Badge of Tilt in Y3taÿr Aÿbotl to
Old i3Nÿr ÿherc we .ÿvmg iefl at the first road jure'Iron, proaccd aloÿg. lbc hÿgh walled
mad and under the bridge to the start of thva ÿoÿcsÿ }axlge path at O R g76fif'L (car paÿI,,
here on oppastte .ÿde of the madÿ Wc fi)Iÿmÿ ,ÿhe Forest Lodge path (0.,3 and eaÿ3
gra(hcnÿ.s) lugh ÿ5ova the Tilt thr'ough a varÿcvv of ÿ.ÿodlam! habitats ,a,beÿe tlmÿc wdÿ b,:
pfeÿV ot t!oÿ erÿ avd biÿ&. to b5 sc.mÿ Th.ÿ t.ÿlh meet'ÿ the grar,ÿ' tra,N ef the. Glen "f tÿ

Sauÿday ,hdy ÿ.ÿt,

Salurday ÿuty 2'ÿtb,

Leadeÿ ,}'ÿm Cook
Bus ') 1}ÿ a'm. at Norih L'ÿ,ÿd,ÿaÿr Smÿ<,t

laturday Sept. 7{h.

